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I. 

Introduction. 

Twisted curves have been studied in detail by Cayley, 
* 

Salmon, t 
Halphen, t and N?ther, ? and to some extent by Genty, || Picquet, Rohn, 

Weyr, Kohn,1f Hoppe, St?ckel, and others. In the consideration of 

these curves attention has been paid not only to the surfaces on which 

they lie and the surfaces which contain them as their complete or partial 

intersections, but also to the singularities of the curves themselves. 

Among these singularities we wish to emphasize in particular the mul 

tiple points and the apparent double points. It has in general been over 

looked that multiple points may be of different kinds according to the 

way in which the tangents at these points lie. It has been stated that 

* Consid?rations g?n?rales sur les courbes en espace. Comptes Rendus, LIV. 

pp. 55, 396, 672. On Halphen's characteristic n in the theory of curves in space. 
Jour, f?r Math. CXI. (1893), pp. 347-352. 

t Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), pp. 278-382. 

\ M?moire sur les courbes gauches alg?briques. C. R., LXX. p. 380. 

? Zur Grundlegung der Theorie der algebraischen Raumcurven. Kronecker 

Journal, XCIII. pp. 271-318. 

|| ?tude sur les courbes gauches unicursales. Bull, de la Soc. Math., t. 9. 

Tf Ueber algebraische Raumcurven. Wien. Ber. LXXXII. pp. 755-770. 
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double points and points of higher multiplicity than two have no effect 
on the number of apparent double points. Halphen* gives as the 

lower limit of the number of apparent double points of a curve of order 

/m_2\2 m the greatest integer contained in ( ?-? 
j ; the curve then being the 

intersection of a quadric cone and a surface of order ? or ?-?, accord 

ing 
as m is even or odd. According to this, the lower limit of the num 

ber of apparent double points of a quintic is four; and Salmonf gives 

four quintics having four or more apparent double points. Genty, % in 

his consideration of the maximum number of actual double points of a 

twisted curve, makes use of the lower limit of the number of apparent 

double points as given by Halphen and applies it to all curves. Picquet, 
in a note to Genty's paper, states that Halphen's lower limit holds 

"pour une courbe gauche quelconque." Dr. Williams,? however, gives 
a quintic curve that has a triple point and only three apparent double 

points ; thus one less than the number given by Halphen's formula. This 

diminution is due to the fact that the curve has a triple point at which 

the tangents do not lie in one plane. 

It is the object of this paper to consider curves that have multiple 

points of different kinds and to investigate the effect of these different 

kinds of points 
on the other singularities of the curves ; to consider the 

curves first as the intersection, partial or complete, of any two surfaces 

whatever that may contain them, and then as the intersection, partial or 

complete, of a cone and a monoid ; to consider the number of actual and 

apparent double points to which a multiple point may be equivalent ; and 

finally to consider in detail all quintic, sextic, and septimic curves that 

have multiple points. In the consideration of the curve as the inter 

section of a cone and a monoid, we are led to the consideration of the 

different kinds of lines possible 
on a monoid and the effect on the curve 

of intersection when these lines are common to the cone and the monoid. 

In the consideration of the composition of multiple points we shall only 

consider points of multiplicity not greater than seven. 

* Loe. cit. p. 381. 

t Loe. cit. p. 318. 

? Loc. cit. p. 151. 

? Geometry on Ruled Quartic Surfaces. Proceedings of the American Acad 

emy of Arts and Sciences, Vol. XXXVI. No. 3, July, 1900, p. 60. 
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II. 

Consideration of Curves that have Multiple Points, the 

Tangents at which do or do not lie in one Plane. 

1. Every algebraic 
curve is the complete 

or 
partial intersection of two 

algebraic surfaces. Two surfaces of orders p and v, say S^ and Sv, re 

spectively, intersect in a curve of order /xv, which may, however, break 

up into components of lower orders. This curve or these curves may 

have points that are not ordinary points, but points of higher multiplicity. 
The number of these points on any component is generally finite; if 

infinite," the component is a multiple curve. Points that are ordinary 

points 
on both surfaces are in 

general ordinary points on the curve of 

intersection. The tangent line to the curve at any ordinary point of it 

is the intersection of the tangent planes to the two surfaces at that 

point. There may be points of multiplicity p on the curve for which 

the tangents all lie in one plane. Such a point does not in any way 

imply a 
singularity 

on any surface that contains the curve. It simply 
means that the two surfaces lie so close together in the neighborhood of 

the point that they intersect in p directions from the point, i. e. that there 

are p lines that meet the curve there inp+1 points each. Such a 

multiple point, say the point A, that has its tangent lines lying in one 

plane may, however, be a multiple point on one of the two surfaces that 

contain the curve, but it must be an 
ordinary point on the other surface. 

Namely, if a curve 
having 

a 
multiple point A lie on a surface S^ that has 

the point A as an ordinary point, the tangents to the curve at A are 

tangent lines to S^ at that point, i. e. 
they lie in the tangent plane to S^ 

at A. If A be also an 
ordinary point on the surface S? the tangents lie 

in the tangent plane common to aS^ and aS^,, but if it is a 
multiple point 

on Sv the tangents are the intersection of the tangent cone to Sv by the 

tangent plane to S^ at that point. The curve obtained in the latter case 

can, however, always be obtained as the intersection of two surfaces, each 

of which has the point A as an 
ordinary point, e. g. by the intersection 

of the surface S^ with the surface S^ + S^?y Sv, if v < p., or with the 

surface S^ Sy?^ + aS^ if p < v ; where aS^,, and aS^_^ 
are surfaces of 

orders p?v and v?/x, respectively, and where Sy?^ does not contain the 

point A. If, however, the point A is a point of multiplicity k on the 
surface S^ and of multiplicity k' on aS^, it will be a point of multiplicity 
kk' on the complete intersection. The kkf tangents to the curve at this 

point will be given by the intersection of the tangent cones of order k 
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and k!, respectively, to the two surfaces at that point, i. e. 
they will be 

the common generators of the two cones, and no three will in general lie 

in one plane. Thus, a multiple point at which the tangents lie in one 

plane will in general be an 
ordinary point on one of the two surfaces 

that contain the curve, whereas a 
multiple point at which the tangents 

do not lie in one plane must be a 
multiple point 

on both surfaces that 

contain the curve. 

2. If the tangents at a 
?-tuple point of a curve all lie in one plane, 

the curve will be met k times at that point by any line that lies in the 

plane of the tangents and passes through the point ; a line, however, not 

in this tangent plane can meet the curve 
only 

once there. A cone 

drawn from an 
arbitrary point 

as a vertex with the curve as base will 

have the line joining the vertex to the ?-tuple point as a 
?-tuple edge. 

The number of actual double points of the curve is therefore affected by 
a point of this kind, but the number of apparent points is not. For, a 

line drawn from an arbitrary point in space has two points the same for 

both surfaces in the case of an apparent double point, whereas in the case 

of a point of the above kind the line has only one point the same for both 

surfaces. We assume that the arbitrary point does not lie in the tangent 

plane nor on a 
tangent line to the curve at the multiple point. Nor does 

it lie on the cone having the multiple point as vertex and the curve as 

base, for the line to the multiple point would then meet the curve 
again. 

If, however, the multiple point is such that the tangents do not lie in 

one plane, the line from an arbitrary point in space will meet the sur 

faces in two or more points that are the same for both surfaces, and the 

number of apparent double points is affected. We shall investigate the 

number of apparent double points of a curve that has such a multiple 

point ; we shall use the method of Salmon.* We consider two surfaces 

U and V of orders p. and v respectively. They intersect in a curve of 

order p, v which may break up into a number of component curves. The 

points on the 
" 

lines through two points 
" 

that pass through 
an 

arbitrary 

point 
are 

given by the intersection of the curve U Fand a certain sur 

face, which we shall call S. The equation of this cone aS with its vertex 

at the point (1) is obtained by eliminating A. : k between 

K,-iAlU+ 
\pAi2 U+K-?f-*SU+.= 

0, 

* ?2 A. k"?3 A.2 

k-1A1F+^A12F+!^A18F+.=0; 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), p. 309. 
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0 0 0 3 
where Ax = x1 

g- 
+ yi 

j~ 
+ *i 

fz 
+ *i 

g?> 
etc- We then have 

iS = 
^UA^U,., Uu 

Ai ?7, 

Ax r, i a,2 v, 

ax r, 

, Fi, 

Ax U, 

Vu 

B? 

AXF, Fx 

If the point (0, 0, 0, 1) is a ?-tuple point on ?7 and a ?'-tuple point on 

V, the equation ?7=0 will be of the form 

?hi +.+ ?frfc+i ?'x-^-1 + ?***-* = ?> 

and F*= 0 will be of the form 

xlfv +.+ t^fi'?*-*'-1 + iM"-*' 
= 0 ; 

where ^., <f>je, \?/v, 
. . . . ., \?Jk' are functions of degrees p.,., k, 

v,., kr, respectively, in x, y, and z. The terms of A^Uthat are of 

lowest degree in x, y, and z are thus of degree ? ? 
r, if y < ?, and of 

degree 0, if ? + 1 < r. It is now necessary to find the terms of S that are 

of lowest degree in x, y, and z in order to know the multiplicity of 

(0, 0, 0, 1) on S. We know that the ?liminant of two homogeneous 
equations is homogeneous in the coefficients of those equations. The 

terms of S that are of lowest degree in x, y, and z are thus those that 

are of highest degree in s. We shall therefore look for the terms of 

highest degree in s in the following scheme, where we have taken account 

only of the terms of lowest degree in x, y, and z, and therefore of highest 

degree in s. In this scheme /i,/2, 
..... are 

polynomials of degrees 

1,2,., respectively, in x, y, and z ; similarly for the g's. We have 

filled in the lacking members of our scheme with terms having zero 
coefficients. The scheme then really consists of four parts, the first hav 

ing terms of degree /x 
? k in s ; the second, terms of degree v ? kf in s ; 

the third, terms in descending powers of s from s*?k down; and the 
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fourth, terms in descending powers of s from sv~k' down. Our scheme is 

then the following : ? 

+ 
I 

O 
C" GO 

O 

i 

t 

s 

-S? 
i 

?> 

I 

s: 

r ? 
? ^ ? 

ai - 
I 

^ 
?? 

Looking for tertns of highest degree in s and lowest degree in x, y, and 

z, we first take v ? 1 constituents diagonally, beginning with the first 
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fow and the &th'column, then ? ? 1 constituents diagonally, beginning 
with the vth row and the first column, and finally p. 

? ? constituents 

from the last p, 
? k rows and columns. These last p. 

? h constituents 

must be constants from the main diagonal, otherwise a zero-coefficient 

will be brought in, causing the product to vanish. This choice will give 
us the terms or S of highest degree in s. For, if we begin with the con 

stituent of the first row and (? + l)st column, we can bring in one more 

constituent in our second group, and one less constituent from the main 

diagonal in our last group. Doing this we diminish the degree of s by 

unity in each of the first v ? 1 rows, and bring in one new term in sv~k' ; 

this does not, however, compensate for the loss of s"?1. A similar loss 

will occur every time we move one place to the right. If we 
begin with 

the constituent of the first row and (k 
? 

l)st column, we do not change 

the power of s in the first v ? 1 rows, but lose a multiple of sv~k' in the 

second group, and only bring in an additional constant constituent in the 

third group. A similar loss will occur whenever we move a column to 

the left. Nor can we obtain a term of higher degree in s by taking any 
other combination of constituents of our scheme. For, if one term of a 

determinant is known, another term can be obtained by interchanging 

any two rows or columns of the determinant and taking the constituents 

corresponding 
to those used in the determinant before it was so 

chaDged, 
e. g. considering the two rows and columns ; ? 

\ 

t, 
. 

d, 

if a and d are factors of the known term, we can get another term by 

substituting b and c for a and d. This process can be repeated until any 
desired term is obtained. Compare the term we have chosen with any 

other term that can be obtained in this way. If a and d are both in the 
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first group, and d is p columns to the right of a, the degree of b in s is p 
less than that of a, and c is of a 

degree the same as that of d. Therefore 

when we substitute b and c for a and d respectively 
we do not increase 

the degree of this term in s. 
Similarly, if both constituents come from 

the second or third group. If b and c are in the first and second groups 

respectively, 
a is of the same 

degree in s as the degree of b, whereas d is 

of the same 
degree in s as the degree of c, if c ? d < kf, but of a degree 

less by c ? d ? kf if k' < c ? 
d. Thus the substitution of a and d for 

b and c 
respectively does not increase the degree in s of our term. If a 

and d are in the first and third groups, respectively, the substitution of b 

for a decreases the degree in s 
by b ? 

a, whereas the substitution of c for 

d increases the degree by b ? a 
only if b ? a < v ? 

k!, and by less than 

b ? a if v ? kl < b ? a. These interchanges of pairs of corresponding 

constituents, however often performed, do not increase the degree of s in 

our term. A zero-coefficient, whenever it occurs, causes the term to 

vanish. We can therefore in no way get a term of higher degree in s 

than the term first selected. In this term, s appears to the degree 

(v 
- 

1) O 
- 

?) + (k 
- 

1) 0 
- 

?'), if k' < k j 

and to the degree 

(^ 
_ 

1) (v 
_ 

kr) + (?' 
- 

1) O 
- 

?), if ? < ?'. 

These are both, however, equivalent to 

v p. 
? k k1 ? 

p. 
? v + ? + ^'j 

which is thus the highest degree to which s can occur in S. As the 

?liminant is homogeneous of degree (/x 
? 

1) (y 
? 

1) in the variables, 

the lowest degree to which x, y, and z 
together 

occur is 

(^ 
_ 

1) (y 
_ 

1) 
_ 

(?^ 
- ??' - ^ 

_ V + ? + fr) 
= (? 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1). 

The point (0, 0, 0, 1) is thus a [(? 
? 

1) (?' 
? 

l)]-tuple point on the 
surface S. 

The points of intersection of U, V, and aS are the " 
points 

" of the 

"lines through two points;" they are in general puv (p. 
? 

1) (y 
? 

1) in 

number. The number h of "lines through two points" or of apparent 

double points being one-half of this number, we have in general 

2? =/xv O 
? 

1) (v-1).* 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), p. 309. 
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These points are thus determined by the intersection of the curve U V 
wTith the surface S. In the case we are 

considering, the curve U V has 

a ??'-tuple point at (0, 0, 0, 1), i.e. there are ??; branches of the curve 

passing through this point. This point is also a [(? 
? 

1) (kf 
? 

1)] 
-tuple point 

on S. As an 
ordinary point of the curve does not in gen 

eral lie on S, no branch of the curve through the multiple point lies 
on S. It can also be easily shown that no branch of the curve in 

general touches S at the point (0, 0, 0, 1). Every branch of the curve 

thus meets the surface S (? 
? 

1) (kf 
? 

1) times at the point (0, 0, 0, 1), 
that is U, V, and S intersect kkr (k 

? 
1) (kr 

? 
1) times at the point 

(0, 0, 0,1). These points are thus included among the p. v (jx 
? 

1) (y 
? 

1) 
points common to U, V, and S. We therefore have 

p,v (p. 
- 

1) (V - 
1) 

= 2 h + ??' (? 
- 

1) (?' 
- 

1) 

i. e. h = i 
[fjiv (/x 

- 
1) (y- 1) 

- ??' (?- 1) (?' 
- 

1)]. 

Therefore : ? 

A point of multiplicity kk! on a curve that is the complete intersection 

of two surfaces containing the point as points of multiplicities k and k!, 

respectively, reduces the number of apparent double points of the curve 
by 

\kk! (?-1) (#-1). 
3. If two surfaces of orders p. and v that intersect in a curve of order 

p, v 
having 

a ? ?'-tuple point of the above kind have stationary contact at 

a point, the line drawn to this point from an 
arbitrary point is a cuspidal 

edge 
on the cone that has the curve as base and this arbitrary point as 

vertex. Similarly, the line drawn to a point of ordinary contact of the 

two surfaces is a double edge on the cone. If the surfaces have t points 
of ordinary contact and ? points of stationary contact, we have as the 

order of the cone m = p, v, as its number of cuspidal edges, ? 
= 

?, and 

as its number of double edges, 

S = h + t = i IfJLV (p. 
- 

1) (y 
- 

1) 
- ??' (? 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1)] + t. 

Then, by Art. 327, Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), we 
have 

r=zp.v Qjl + v -2) 
? 

2t-3? + kk! (?- 1) (?' 
? 

l), 

n = 3p.v 0 + v-3) + 3??' (?-1) (?' -1) 
- 

?t-S?, 

a = 2pJv(3fi + 3v-10) + 6kkf (?-1) (?'- 1)-12*-15/?, 
VOL. XXXVIII. ? 31 
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2y 
= 

p.v{fxv(p. + v-2y+2[kkf(k-l) (jfc'-l)-(2'* + 3j8 + 5)] 
Qi + v - 2) + 8} + {??' (k 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1) 

-(2t + 3? + 5)y-(3?+25), 

2x = p.v {p,v(pi + v-2)2+2[kkf (?_l)(?'--l)-(2? + 3? + 2)] 
(Ac + v~2)} + {??'(?-1)(?'-1)-(2?+3/?+2)}2-(^ + 4), 

2g = p.v {9pv(p. + v-3)2 + 2(/M- v-3) [9??'(?- 1) (?' 
? 

1) 
-3 (6 ?-8/?)]} + {3??'(?- 1) (#-l)_(6* + 8?)}2 - 22 {p (/x + i/ - 3) + ??' (h 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1) 

- 2t ? 
3?} 

+ 5(uv-2?); 

where r, n, a, y, x, and g are the rank, class, number of stationary planes, 

number of planes through two lines, number of points on two lines, and 

number of lines in two planes, respectively, of the system. 

4. If the intersection of the two surfaces U and F breaks up into two 

components of orders m and m\ we have p,v 
= m + m!. If the point 

(0, 0, 0, 1) is a 
p-tuple point on the component of order m and a 

p'-tuple 

point 
on the component of order mr, we have p + pf 

= ??'. We shall 

represent the number of lines through two points on the component of 

order m 
by h, those through two points on the component of order m1 by 

h!, and those through a point on each component by Hn. Considering 
the intersection of the first component with the surface S, we have 

m 0t 
- 

1) (v 
- 

1) = 2 h + H" + p (k 
- 

1) (?' 
- 

1). 

Similarly, for the other component we have 

m! (/a 
- 

1) (v 
- 

1) 
= 2?' + H? + p' (? 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1). 

From these, by addition and subtraction, we obtain 

pV 0* 
- 

1) (y 
- 

1) 
= 2 (h + V - 

IT") + ??' (? 
- 

1) (?' 
- 

1) ; 

and (m-mf) 0*- 1) (v- 1) = 2 (? -?') + ft, 
- 

p') (jfc 
_ 

1) (?'-1). 

Therefore, summing for all points that are ?-tuple points on U and 

?'-tuple points on V, we have, if the curve is the complete intersection, 

* = *[>" 0?- 1) ("- 1) - 2"' (*- !) (*- Ws W 

or, if the curve breaks up into two components of orders m and m' that 

contain the points 
as p-tuple and p'-tuple points, respectively, 
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i-i' = 
i[(?i-?')0i-i)(?-i)-20'-rt(i-i)^-i)]; (H) 

also, 

h + h'+H" = 
l[jJLv(jX-l)(v-l)-^k?(k-l)(k>-l)]. (Ill) 

It is evident from these formulae that multiple points of the curve that 
are ordinary points 

on either surface have no effect on the number of 

apparent double points. 

Thus, if a curve is the complete intersection of two surfaces, we can at 

once find its number of apparent double points by means of (I). A 

sextic with a quadruple point that is the complete intersection of a 

quadric cone and a cubic surface that has the vertex of the cone as a 

double point has four apparent double points. From formula (II) it is 

evident that, when the number of apparent double points of one com 

ponent is known, the number of the other component can be obtained at 

once. Thus, if the quadric and cubic surfaces mentioned above have a 

line in common, the residual intersection will be a quintic curve 
having 

a triple point. We then have 

p = 3, v = 2, k = 2, ?' = 2, p = 3, pt 
= 1, h) = 0 ; 

then, substituting these in (II), we obtain h ? 
3. The quintic with a 

triple point thus has three apparent double points. 

5. We have next to find the number of points in which two surfaces 

Sfj, and Sv can touch when they have a 
point in common that is a ?-tuple 

point on aS^ and a ?'-tuple point on Sv in the case where the complete 
intersection does not break up. This intersection is then of order p. v and 

has on it a point of multiplicity ? kf. A cone of order p, v drawn from 

an arbitrary point to a curve of order p. v cannot have more than 

?--~-- double edges. The edge to the ??'-tuple point 

??' (??' 
? 

1) 
counts as -?- double edges. If we subtract from the remain 

ing number the number due to apparent double points, we have the 

maximum number that can be due to contacts. We have then 

Qn/-l)0iv-2) ??'(??'-1) ^y^-i)^-!) ??'(?-1)(?'-1) 
2 2 2 + 2 

- 
2 2 + 1. 
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Every point of multiplicity ??' of this kind reduces the possible number 
k k1 (k + kf_2) 

of actual double points of the curve 
by-?--. Therefore: ? 

A k k'-tuple point 
on a curve that is the complete intersection of two 

surfaces that contain the point 
as 

points of multiplicities k and k', respect 
. 7 . . . ??'(? + ?'-2) , , ??' (k 

- 
1) (?' 

- 
1) 

ively, 
is 

equivalent to-?- actual and-~-^ 

apparent double points. 

The quadruple point on the sextic curve mentioned on page 483 is 

equivalent to four actual and two apparent double points. This will be 

discussed more in detail later. 

6. It is also possible to find an upper limit to the number m of actual 

intersections of the two components of orders m and m! into which the 

curve may break up ; where m + mf = 
/x v. Two curves of orders m 

and m! have m ?nf intersections, actual and apparent. A point that is a 

p-tu pie point on one curve and a p'-tuple point on the other curve counts 

as p pr intersections of the two curves. We have then 

mm1 = t + II" + ppr, (IV) 

where t is the number of actual intersections of the two curves. Sub 

stituting the value of H lrom (III) into (IV), we get 

The maximum or minimum number of actual intersections of the two 

curves thus corresponds to the maximum or minimum number of 

apparent double points of the two components. A twisted curve of 

order m with a 
p-tuple point 

can be projected into a plane curve of order 

m with a 
p-tuple point. This plane curve of order m cannot have more 

than \ (m 
? 

1) (m 
? 

2)?Jp(p 
? 

1) double points. The component of 

order m cannot therefore have more than ? (m 
? 

1) (m ? 
2) 

? 
^p (p 

? 
1) 

actual and apparent double points. If it have 8 actual double points, we 

must have 

'A<i(?-l)(?-2)-iP<P-l)-8. 

Similarly, for the component of order m' with a p'-tuple point and S' 

actual double points, we have 

h> Z J (?' 
- 

1) (?' 
- 

2) 
- 

if/ 0>' 
- 

1) 
- 8'. 
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Substituting these limits for h and hr in (III) we obtain 

?= , , ^Qx + v-4) t ??'(? + ?'-2) , s , s, 0 
H>mm! 

? 
pp 

? *?-^?-- 
-\-^?-h 8 + 8' ? 2. 

= fr + y_4) _ ??'(? + ?'-2) 
? < 

-g-~-2-8 

- 
8' + 2. 

If the intersection of a quartic cone and a 
quadric surface, not passing 

through the vertex of the cone, break up into two quartic curves, and 

neither quartic has a double point, 
we have ? < 10, i. e. the two quartics 

cannot intersect each other in more than ten points. Similarly, the 

quintic 
curve with a triple point, mentioned above cannot meet the line 

that is the residual intersection of the quadric and the cubic surfaces in 

more than one point in addition to the vertex. 

7. An irreducible curve Cm of order m 
lying 

on a surface Sv of order 

v can be cut out of this surface by 
some surface S^ of order p.. If the 

curve Cm is not the complete intersection of the two surfaces, it may be 

necessary in the classification of the curves to consider the residuals and 

classify according to them also. In such a case it is possible, when the 

one surface Sv is given, to determine the second surface in such a way 

that the residual may take a particular form. It is always possible to 

find a value of /x that will suffice to make aS^ cut Cm out of S?. A sur 

face of order /x is determined by ?- (p. + 1) (/x + 2) (/x + 3) 
? 1 points. 

These points must be taken in such a way that the surface aS^ contains 

the curve. This can be done by making aS^ contain m /x + 1 points of 

Cm. There are in general enough points at our disposal to do this if p. 

satisfies the inequality 
: ? 

m p. + 1 ̂  ? 0* + 1) (/x + 2) (?x + 3) 
- 1. 

If, however, this inequality gives 
a value of p, that is greater than v, care 

must be taken that *S^ does not contain Sv as a factor. Thus, if the 

points left at our disposal after we have made aS^ contain Cm are greater 
in number than the number necessary to determine a surface of order 

//, 
? 

v, these can be taken in such a way that aS^ does not break up into 

Sv and a surface S^?y of order p. 
? v. We must then determine p. from 

the inequality 
: ? 

? (/x 
- v + 1) (p. 

- v + 2) Qx 
- v + 3) 

< ?0 + 1) 0* + 2) Ot + 3) 
- 1 - (m/x + 1). 
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In the case we are concerned with in particular, the surface S^ has a 

?-tuple point at a 
p-tuple point of the curve. aS^ is then determined by 

i Ox + 1) (/x + 2) (/x + 3) 
? 

i k (k + 1) (? + 2) 
? 1 additional points. 

The multiple point counts in general as p k intersections of Cm and M^. 

Therefore, in order to make aS^ contain Cm, it is only necessary for us to 

make it contain m p. 
? 

p?+ 1 points of the curve in addition to the 

multiple point. Therefore p must in general satisfy the inequality : ? 

mfJL-pk+ 1 
= 1 

(^+1) (^ + 2) 0* + 3) 
? 

J* (* + 1) (?+2)-l. 

If, however, this inequality gives a value of p, that is greater than the 
value of v, care must be taken that the surface aS^ having a ?-tuple point 

does not break up into the surface Sv having 
a 

?'-tuple point and a sur 

face S^?y of order p. 
? v 

having 
a 

(? 
? 

?;)-tuple point ; that is of the 

points necessary to determine aS^ one more than enough to determine the 

surface S^?y must be taken as not lying 
on Sv. This can be done if ?t 

satisfies the inequality 
: ? 

i(/x-v+l)(/x~v+2)(/x-v + 3)-i(?-?0(?-?'+l)(?-?'+2) 

<K^+l)(^ + 2)(itx + 3)-??(?+l)(?+2)~l-(m/x~p?+l). 

Summing for all points that are p-tuple points on Cm while ?-tuple points 
on aS^ and ?'-tuple points on Sv, we have /x given in general by the 

inequality 
: ? 

mp-^pk+l^i(p + l)(p + 2)(^ + 3)^ik(k+l)(k+2); (V) 

or, if this gives a value of p such that v < p, by the inequality : ? 

m/x-2p?+15e0^+l)(M + 2)(At + 3)-i?(^+l)^+2) 
_i 

0x-r+l)0x-v+ 2)0x-? + 3) 
+ \ (?-?>)(?_?' + 1) (?- ?> + 2), 

that is by 

y/^- g-l)^ 

It is thus possible to find a surface aS^ that will cut the curve from the 

given surface Sv, where ?t is the smallest integer that satisfies (V) or 

(VI); using (V) if it gives a value p, < v, otherwise using (VI). It 

may be possible to cut the curve out of Sv by a surface of lower order 
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than the smallest integer that satisfies (V) or (VI), but we need never 

take a surface of higher order. 

If, however, the surface Su is not considered as given, 
we can deter 

mine its order as the smallest integer that satisfies the inequality 
: ? 

mv-^pe+l^l(v+l)(y+2)(v+3)- ?2?'(?' + l) (?'+2)-l. 
(VII) 

The order of Sv being obtained from (VII), the order of S^ can be ob 

tained from (VI) above. From the above three inequalities 
we can 

always find the orders of two surfaces that will contain a 
given 

curve as 

their complete or partial intersection. 

III. 

Consideration of a Curve as the Intersection of a Cone 

and a Monoid. 

A. 

1. If a twisted curve is not the complete intersection of two surfaces, 

difficulties may arise in the determination of the characteristics of the 

residua] and therefore of the curve itself. If the residual is a proper 

curve of an order less than four it is definitely determined, but if of an 

order as great as four there will be difficulty in determining to what 

species it belongs. A convenient method of representing 
a curve in 

general is as the intersection of a cone and a monoid, a monoid being 
a 

surface that has a point of multiplicity 
one less than the order of the sur 

face. This method is due to Cayley.* The advantage of this method 

lies in the fact that the residual consists entirely of straight lines through 
a point. 

The cone K drawn from an 
arbitrary point in space to a curve Cm of 

order m will in general be of order m, that is, every edge f of the cone 

will meet the curve in one, and only one, point. A multiple edge counts 

for the number of simple edges to which it is equivalent ; the number of 

points of Cm on a ?-tuple edge of Km thus being ?. There are, however, 

curves that are met by lines from certain points in two, three, or more 

points, e.g. any curve that is wound around a cone a number of times, or 

a curve, say the curve 
Cpq of order pq, that is the complete intersection 

* 
Comptes Rendus, t. LIV. (1862) pp. 55, 396; 672. 

t Hereafter, when we speak of an edge, we shall mean a simple edge unless it is 

otherwise designated. 
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of two cones of orders p and q not having the same vertex. Every edge 

of the first cone meets the curve q times and every edge of the second 

cone meets it p times. As Trofessor Story has proved, all simple 

generators of a cone of any order whatsoever meet any curve 
lying 

on it 

in the same number of points. Thus if a generator of a cone Ka of 

order a meets a curve 
lying 

on it in ? points, every generator will meet 

it in ? points, and the curve, if it does not pass through the vertex, will 

be of order a?. The cone Km in this case is the cone Ka taken ? 

times. It is, however, only for special positions of the vertex that this 

breaking up of the cone Km can occur. In the case of the curve 
Cvq 

of 

order pq mentioned above, if we take the point (0, 0, 0, 1) 
as the ver 

tex of the one cone and the point (0, 0, 1, 0) as the vertex of the other 

cone, and eliminate y between the equations of the two cones, we shall 

get a homogeneous expression of degree/^ 
in x, z, and s. This is in 

general the equation of a cone of order pq having the point (0, 1, 0, 0) 
as its vertex, and the curve 

Cpq 
as its base. This vertex is an 

arbitrary 

point, and so a line from a 
point off the curve meets the curve in general 

in only one point. For the ?liminant above will not in general break up 

into two, three, or more equal factors, as would be necessary in order to 

have every edge 
of the cone from the point (0, 1, 0, 0) to the curve 

meet the curve in two, three, or more points. There may be certain 

points that, taken as vertices of this cone, will cause it to break up, but 

for an arbitrary point it will not generally do so. Thus in the case of 

the quartic of the first kind, if we consider it as the intersection of two 

quadric cones, there are at most two other quadric 
cones on which the 

curve may lie, i.e. there are at most two other points off the curve from 

which an infinite number of lines can be drawn to meet the curve in two 

points. Excluding these quadric cones, any other cone whose base is 

the quartic in question will be a cone of the fourth order, every edge of 

which meets the curve once. Thus we can always take the vertex of the 

cone K in such a way that the cone will be of the same order as the 

curve, an 
edge meeting the curve in only 

one point. 

There is, however, from an arbitrary point in space a finite number 

of lines that meet the curve Cm in two distinct points. These correspond 

to the apparent double points of the curve and are double edges 
on the 

cone Km. As a curve has only 
a finite number of apparent double 

points, 
it will not in general have an apparent multiple point of multi 

plicity greater than two. A simple edge of the cone is thus due to an 

ordinary point on the curve, a double edge to an actual or apparent 

double point on the curve, and a multiple edge of multiplicity greater 
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than two to an actual multiple point of the same 
multiplicity. As before, 

it is not necessary to consider the case where the line from the vertex to 

a multiple point crosses the curve again. Nor shall we consider the case 

where the vertex lies on a tangent to the curve, these tangents gener 

ating 
a definite developable surface on which the arbitrary vertex may 

also be assumed not to lie. 

The fact that we can always find a point such that an 
edge of the cone 

having this point as vertex and the curve as base generally meets the 

curve in only one point enables us to obtain any curve Cm as the partial 

intersection of a cone Km and a monoid Mu of order p. having the same 

vertex as Km. For, every line through the vertex of Mu, and therefore 

every edge of Km, meets Mu in one point distinct from the vertex ; viz., 

the point where Cm crosses the edge of Km. An ordinary edge of Km is 

not necessarily a line on M^ ; a certain number of them, however, gener 

ally lie on the monoid. A double edge of the cone due to an apparent 

double point of the curve always lies on the monoid. For it meets Cm, 

and therefore the monoid Mu on which Cm lies, in two points distinct 

from the vertex. It thus meets M^ in p. -f 1 points and therefore lies on 

it. A line to an actual double point or to a multiple point that has its 

tangents lying 
in one 

plane meets the curve in general only once at that 

point, which is not enough to make it lie on M^ . The line from the 
vertes to a multiple point that does not have its tangents all lying in one 

plane is a line on M^. This will be shown more fully later. 
The general equation of M^ is of the form : ? 

u?^i s -h ?V 
= 0 ; 

where w^?i and wM are 
homogeneous functions of x, y, and z of degrees 

/x 
? 1 and /x respectively. These functions thus represent cones, known 

as the inferior and superior cones, respectively, of the monoid. The 

number of independent constants in the above equation is p (p. + 2). In 

order to make M^ contain Cm, we must make it contain m p. + 1 points 
of the curve. We can do this if 

m /x + 1 5 ?i (p. + 2), 

Yft _ 2 _ 
i. e. if ?-f- \ Vm2 

? 4 m + 8 ^ ?t, 

i. e. if m ? 1 < /x ; 

that is, we can always obtain the curve as the intersection of a cone of 

order m and a monoid of order m ? 1. We may be able to obtain the 
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curve as the intersection of the cone with a monoid of lower order, but 

we need never take a monoid of order higher than m ? 1. Thus far we 

have not taken into account the multiple points of the curve. It will be 

shown later that even when this is done the monoid need not be of an 

order higher than m ? 1. The lines of intersection of the inferior and 

superior cones, p.(p 
? 

1) in number, are commonly known as the lines 

of the monoid. The cones u^?i and Km have m 
(/x 

? 
1) edges 

in com 

mon, all of which meet Cm and therefore M^ in a 
point distinct from 0, 

where O is the point (0, 0, 0, 1). They therefore lie on M^ , and with 

the curve Cm form the complete intersection of Km and Mu. Since 

?x < m ? 
1, more lines are common to Km and M^ than there are lines 

on M^. Some lines of Mu must therefore count two or more times as 

lines common to Km and Mu, that is, they must be double lines or lines 

of higher multiplicity 
on Km corresponding to apparent multiple points 

on Cm . As the vertex of Km ha9 been taken in such a way that the 

curve Cm has no apparent multiple points of multiplicity greater than 

two, we see that at least (m 
? 

/x) (/x 
? 

1) lines of M^ must be double 

edges on Km. There will be just this number if all lines of Mu lie ou 

Km, an additional double edge 
on Km being necessary for every line of 

Mu that does not lie on Km. The curve Cm of order m that is the par 

tial intersection of Km and M^ thus has in general 
at least (m 

? 
/x)(/x 

? 
1) 

apparent double points. Assuming /x = m ? 
1, we see that a curve of 

order m 
having 

no multiple points never has less than m ? 2 apparent 

double points. We wish now to investigate the effect of a multiple point 

of Cm on this number of apparent double points. If the point is a mul 

tiple point 
on Mu,, the line joining it to the vertex will be a line on M^, 

for it meets Mu in enough points distinct from the vertex to make it lie 

on Mu 
. We are thus led to the consideration of lines and, in particular, 

of multiple lines on M^, and to the investigation of the effect of these 

on the curve of intersection when they are common lines of Km and M^ . 

2. Ordinary 
or multiple lines on any surface may be of different 

kinds. A line is torsal or scrolar on a sheet of the surface containing it 

according 
as the tangent plane to that sheet of the surface is or is not the 

same at every point of the line.* If the line xy is a ?-tuple line on a 

surface, the equation of the tangent planes along that line will be given 

by the terms of the ?th degree in x and y in the equation of the surface. 

According 
as the equations of these planes, separately or collectively, do 

or do not contain z and s will these planes be dependent or independent 

* See Cayley, Collected Papers, VII 334. 
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of the position of the point of tangency on the line. A multiple line 

may thus be torsal on all sheets, torsal on some and scrolar on the re 

maining, 
or scrolar on all sheets of the surface that contain it. A line 

that is scrolar on any or all sheets containing it may, moreover, be 

scrolar of different kinds. By scrolarity of the first kind we mean that 

the tangent plane revolves through 
an 

angle of 180? as we pass along 
the line. A generator, say the line xy, of the quadric x (linear function 

of z and s) + y (linear function of z and s) is a line of this kind. A 

?-tuple line on a surface may be scrolar of the first kind on each of a 

number of sheets separately, or it may be scrolar of this kind on a num 

ber of sheets taken together. In the latter case the sheets are 
inseparably 

connected, the tangent planes to them together revolving through 180?. 

If a line is scrolar of the ?th kind, the tangent plane revolves through 
? X 180?. There are then ? points along this line that have the same 

tangent plane, that is, every tangent plane is a 
?-tuple tangent plane. 

A number of sheets in this case may also be 
inseparably connected, as 

in the case of lines scrolar of the first kind. 

As the lines of M?, are the lines common to the inferior and superior 
cones of M^, it is evident that for a line to be a line on Ma it must be a 

line on both cones, and for it to be a 
?-tuple line on M^ it must be a line 

of multiplicity ? on one cone and of multiplicity not less than ? on the 
other cone. A number of cases must therefore be considered according 
to the relative multiplicities of the line on the two cones of M^. 

I. We shall first consider the case where the line xy is a 
?-tuple line 

on the superior cone and a (k + l)-tuple line on the inferior cone. The 

equation of M^ 
can then be put into the form : ? 

(i;*+i zP-1 + vH.2zP~2 + ...)* + (wk zP+l + wHl zP + ...) 
= 

0, 

where p 
= p. 

? k ? 1 ; va and wa being homogeneous functions of de 

gree a in x, y, and z. The tangent planes along the line xy are given 

by wjc = 0 ; the line is therefore torsal on all k sheets passing through it. 

There are no points on the line of higher multiplicity than ? distinct 

from the vertex. We assume w?c ^ 0. otherwise the line xy is a 
(? + 1) 

tuple line on both cones, and therefore also on M^ ; this is a case to be 

considered later. The line xy therefore counts as ? (? + 1) of the 

/x (/x 
? 

1) lines on M^. This case includes the case where 

Vk+l 
= 

Vk+2 =.-- Vjc+g-l 
? 

0, 

i. e., where the line is a (? + #)-tuple line on the inferior cone, while 

only 
a 

?-tuple line on the superior cone. We assume % <g < p 
? ?? ! 
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The line is still a ?-tuple line on M^, torsal on every sheet through it, 
but counts as ? (? + g) lines of M^ . The polynomials Vk+g and wk may 
have any number k 

(where 
k < ?) of their linear factors equal, 

1. e. k 

sheets of M^ may touch k sheets of both w^?i and ww along 
x y. The 

line in this case counts as ? (? + g) + k lines of M^. There is no diffi 

culty in seeing the effect of any combination of tangent planes 
on the 

number of lines on M^. The quantity Wk may break up in a great 

variety of ways, e.g. xa 
y&.; xy being torsal on all ? sheets of 

M\?, the number of lines adjacent to xy alone being affected by the way 

in which vjc?g and Wk break up. 

IL The next case is where the line xy is a ?-tuple line on both cones. 

The equation of the monoid can then be put into the form : ? 

in zP + vjb+i zP-^ +.)s+(wk zP+> + wk+1 zP\.) = 0. (1) 

We assume wk ? 0 ; otherwise the line will not be a ?-tuple line on both 

cones, but will belong 
to a later case. We also assume vk (j) wk 

* 
(aad 

,\ vjc ^ 0) ; otherwise we shall have 

{vk zP + r*+i zP-^ +.) s + (a vk zP+* + wk+1 zv +.) 
= 0. 

Substituting 
s ? a z for s, this reduces to 

(vk zP + Vjt+i sP-i + .) s -h [(tt>*+i 
- a vjfe+i) ?/> 

+.] 
= 0, 

which is a later case. The line xy is a ?-tuple line on the monoid whose 

equation is (1), and has no point on it of multiplicity greater than ?. 

The tangent planes along this line are 
given by the terms vk s + wjc z. 

As we have assumed vj? (t) wjc, s and z cannot factor out, and the line xy 

must be scrolar of the first kind on one or more sheets of M^. If vj? and 

Wk have no common factor, that is if the line x y is torsal on no sheet of 

MM it is scrolar on all ? sheets. These ? sheets, however, are insepar 

ably connected, that is the tangent planes to all of them together revolve 

through 180?. If vk and wjc have a factors in common (where 
a < ? ? 

1), 

the line is torsal on a sheets of M^ and scrolar of the first kind on the 

remaining ? 
? a sheets together. The inferior and superior cones then 

touch the monoid along this line on a sheets. The line xy counts in 

general for ?2 lines on M^, but for ?2 + a lines if vk and wk have a 

* The sign O should be read : contains as a factor ; the sign O should be read : 

does not contain as a factor. 
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factors in common. It may count for more lines in the same way as the 

line xy in the preceding 
case. 

III. The third case is where the line xy is a, ?-tuple line on the 

inferior cone and a (? + l)-tuple line on the superior cone. The equa 

tion of the monoid will then be of the form 

(vie zP + vk+1 zP-1 +.) s + (wk+1 zP + wk+21?-1 +.) 
= 0. (2) 

We assume vk + 
0, otherwise the line will belong to the preceding 

case. 

We also assume w>/?-f-i 0 
vk (and 

.*. w??-f-i $ 0), otherwise we shall have 

(Vk ZP + !>*+! ZP~1 +.) 
S + (VJCCLZP + W1C+2ZP-1 +.) 

= 
0, 

where a is a linear function of x and y. Substituting 
s ? a for s, this 

reduces to our next case. The line xy is a ?-tuple line on the monoid 

whose equation is (2) above, and has a point (0, 0, 1, 0) of multiplicity 
? + 1 on it. The tangent planes along xy are 

given by vk ; the line is 

thus torsal on all the sheets that pass through it. The tangent cone at 

the (? + l)-tuple point is given by the terms vk s + wu+\. The line xy 
is also a ?-tuple line on this tangent cone. This cone can never break 

up into ? + 1 planes, as this would require wjc+i Q vk. Nor can it 

break up into factors of which more than one are proper cones, as it 

could not then contain the line xy as a ?-tuple line. If it breaks up at 

all, it must break up into factors of which all but one are planes, and 

this remaining factor a proper cone of a certain order, say o-, having the 

line xy as a 
(or 

? 
l)-tuple line. The plane or planes into which the 

tangent cone at the (? + l)-tuple point may break up belong to the ? 

tangent planes through the ?-tuple line. The line xy counts in general 
for ? (Je + 1) lines of M^, but may count for more as in the preceding 
two cases. 

IV. The next case is where the line.is a ?-tuple line on the inferior 

cone, and a 
(? + 2)-tuple line on the superior cone. The equation of 

the monoid can then be put into the form 

(vk 
zP + vjc+t zP-1 +.) s + (wk+2 

zP-1 + wk+3 zP-* 
+.) 

= 0. 

We assume vk ^ 0, otherwise the line will belong to the preceding 
case. 

The tangent planes along the line xy are 
given by the term vk ; the line 

is thus torsal on all sheets that contain it. The point (0, 0, 1, 0) is a 

(? + l)-tuple point on M^, the tangent cone at it being given by vk s. 

The tangent cone thus breaks up into the ? tangent planes along the 

?-tuple line, and the plane s. The line xy counts here for ? (? + 2) 
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lines of M^. The case where Wk+% 
=.= 

wk+g_i 
? 

0, that is 

where the line is a (? + ^)-tuple line on the superior cone while only a 

?-tuple line on the inferior cone 
belongs to this case. We assume 

3 < 9 < f* 
? ? The line now counts for ? (? + g) lines of M^, other 

wise it is not different from the general line belonging to this case. 

We thus have in reality four kinds of lines, as shown by the four cases 

above. We shall designate these lines as of kinds I, II, III, and IV, 

respectively. Lines of kinds I, III, and IV are torsal on all sheets of 

Mp that contain them, whereas lines of kind II are scrolar on at least 

one sheet of the monoid. Lines of kind III differ from lines of kind 
IV only. in regard to the breaking up of the tangent cone at the 

(? + l)-tuple point. 
3. Consider now the character of the curve of intersection of Km and 

Mfj, in the neighborhood of lines of the above kinds when they are 

common lines of Km and M^. The point where the line is crossed by 
a 

branch of the curve can be determined by considering the intersection of 

M^ by the tangent plane to a sheet of Km along that line. We can, 

however, determine more than this. If a 
plane, say x = 

0, is taken to 

be the tangent plane to a sheet of the cone along the line xy, we can 

develop 
x in terms of y.* We neglect all terms in the development 

after the first, as we are concerned only with points in the immediate 

neighborhood of the line xy. Substituting the value of x from this 

development in the equation of the monoid that has the line xy as a line 

of one of the above four kinds, we obtain not only the point of crossing 

of the line by the curve but also the direction of the tangent to this curve 

at that point. The equation of the cone Km having the line xy as a 

?-tuple line can be put into the form 

h z ~* 
+ ijfc+i 

z -*-l 
+.+ tm-\ Z + tm = 

0, 

where ta is a 
homogeneous function of x and y of degree 

a. This equa 

tion can be transformed into an 
equation in x and y alone (putting 

z = 
1). If the plane 

a: is a tangent plane to an 
ordinary sheet of 

Km through the line x y, the development will be of the form 

x ? ? 
ay2 + bys + etc. 

If the plane a: is a tangent plane along a keratoidal cuspidal edge of Km, 
we shall have 

* This can be done by the Newton-Cramer method, explained in Salmon's 

Higher Plane Curves (1873), p. 44. 
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x = ? 
cyi 

? 
dy2 + etc. 

If the line xy is a tacnodal edge, having the plane x as tangent plane, we 

shall obtain two developments, viz. : ? 

x =. 
ey2 + etc., and x ? 

fy2 + etc. 

If the line is a ramphoidal cuspidal edge, the development will be of the 

form 

x--gy2jrhy^^r etc. 

In all these cases, a, b, c, d, e, f g, h depend on the coefficients of the 

equation of Km. It is evident that, using only the first term in each 

development, these cases reduce to two, viz. : ? 

Io. x = ? 
ay2 where the sheet of Km simply touches the tangent plane 

along the line. 

2?. x ? ? 
cy% where the sheet in question touches the line, and then 

turns back leaving the tangent plane on the opposite side from that on 

which it approached it. 

We shall consider the different kinds of lines separately, treating one 

case of a line of kind I in detail, and giving the results in all other cases. 

If the line xy is an ordinary line of kind I on M^, the equation of M^ in 

non-homogeneous coordinates will be of the form 

(a1x2 + ?1xy + y1y2-\-etc.)s+(a2x + ?2y + y2x2+S2xy + 2y2 + etc.) 
? 0. 

Substituting 
x = ? 

ay2 in this equation, we get 
an equation in y and s, 

which is the equation of a curve that in the neighborhood of xy is the 
same as the curve of intersection of Km and M^. Of this equation y is a 

factor, the line xy thus counting once as a line common to Km and M^. 
From the resultant equation, taking account only of the lowest terms, we 

obtain 

_ K ay2 + a2 ay 
? c2 y 

? 
ft 

71 y 

Putting y 
= 0 in this expression, we obtain s = co ; the line xy thus 

meets the curve above at the vertex, i. e. the curve of intersection of Km 

and M^ passes through the vertex. (Similarly if x = ? 
cy%, there is a 

point of the curve at the vertex.) If, however, ?2 
= 

0, i. e. if the cone 

and the monoid touch along xy, we get a point of the curve distinct from 

the vertex. For y factors out once more from the above, that is the 

line xy counts twice as a line common to Km and M^ and we have 
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? ^2 ay -\- (a2 a ? 
2) 

yi 

This reduces to s = ?- for y~0. The curve of intersection thus 
7i 

1 / f\ CL2 a - 
e2 \ m 

crosses xy at the point I a: = 
^ 

= 
0, s ?- 1. Transforming 

our 

coordinates so that a2 a = c2, we obtain (x 
= 

y 
= s = 

0) 
as the point of 

crossing and yx s ? 
82 ?y 

= 0, # = 0 as the equations of the tangent line 

to the curve at that point. Thus it is evident that in the case of lines of 

kind I, whatever be the multiplicity of xy on M^, if no sheet of Km 
touches a sheet of M^ along this line, the curve of intersection will 

always pass through the vertex. As we are 
considering 

a point off the 

curve as vertex such cases need not be considered. In the case where 

two sheets of Km unite to form a cuspidal sheet that touches a sheet on 

My, along xy, the curve of intersection will either pass through the 

vertex or it will have x y as tangent line at a point of it. As we have 

also assumed the vertex not to lie on a tangent to the curve, these cases 

may both be avoided. There will be a point of the curve on xy distinct 

from the vertex and not having xy as tangent at it, only in the case 

where a sheet of Km touches a sheet of M^ along the line xy and the 

sheet of Km is one for which development Io on page 35 holds. It does 

not matter whether the sheet of M^ is single, cuspidal, or tacnodal. 

There will be as many branches of the curve crossing xy as there are 

such sheets of Km touching sheets of M^. As the vertex has been taken 

in such a way that the curve has no apparent multiple point of multiplicity 

greater than two, the case where there are more than two distinct points 

of the curve on xy may be avoided. For special relations between the 

coefficients, /c of the points 
on x y may coincide and form a /c-tuple point 

on the curve. This will, however, in general necessitate the monoid to 

be of an order higher than m ? I. For the equation of Mm^\ that has 

a line as a /c-tuple 
line of kind I contains in general m2 ? k2 ? 2 k ? 2 

arbitrary constants. In order to make this monoid contain a curve Cm 

that has a point of the /c-tuple line as a /c-tuple point we must make it 

contain m (m 
? 

1) 
? 

/c2+l additional points of Cm. We can therefore 

always make M^, cut Cm out of Km if 

m (.m 
_ 

i) 
_ K2 + j 

~ 
m2 

_ K2 _ 2 K - 2, 

i. e. if 2k + 3^m. 

Thus if k = 3, it is ouly possible when 9 ^ m ; if k = 4, when 11 ^ m ; 

etc. As will be shown later, the curve Cm that has a 
multiple point 

can 
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always be obtained as the partial intersection of Km with a monoid of order 

m ? 1 that has a line of kind III or IV. We shall therefore not use a 

line of kind I to obtain a curve with a 
multiple point. 

If My, contains a line of kind II, every sheet of Km that passes through 

this line intersects My in a branch of a curve that crosses x y at the 

point where the tangent plane to the sheet of Km coincides with the 

tangent plane to the scrolar sheet of My. If xy is a /c-tuple line on Km, 

there will be k branches of the curve 
crossing the line due to the scrolar 

sheet of My. No torsal sheet of My can cause an additional branch of 

the curve ; for this would necessitate the line to be of a 
multiplicity greater 

than k on Km, which in turn would cause more than k branches of the 

curve to be due to the scrolar sheet alone ; and so on ad infinitum. We 

therefore need a line on My that has torsal sheets passing through it in 

addition to the scrolar sheet. If two sheets of Km unite to form a cus 

pidal sheet along xy, there is either a branch of the curve 
touching xy 

at the point where the tangent plane to the cuspidal sheet coincides with 

the tangent plane to My, or a branch of the curve 
passing through the 

vertex. Both of these cases may be avoided. A number of conditions 

must be imposed on the coefficients of M to make the k 
points of cross 

ing of the line by the curve coincide. We shall therefore not use a line 

of kind II to obtain a multiple point on the curve. We need not there 

fore in general consider the case where the line xy is more than a double 

line on Km. Lines of kind II are only necessary on My. to produce the 

apparent double points of the curve, and only ordinary lines of this kind 

are then needed. The line to an apparent double point counts thus in 

general .for two lines common to Km and My, while only for one line on 

My. If we consider My as of order m ? 
1, it is evident that Km must 

have at least m ? 3 double edges in addition to the double edge caused 

by this apparent double point. The curve must therefore have at least 

m ? 3 apparent double points in addition, i. e. at least m ? 2 in all, as 

on page 490. 

If My. has a line xy of kind III on it, there will be a branch of the 
curve through the multiple point for every sheet of Km that passes 

through xy. If x y is a 
/c-tuple line on Km and a ?-tuple line of kind 

III on My, there will be /c branches of the curve through the (? + 1) 
tuple point of My.. The point will thus be a /c-tuple point on the curve 

having its k tangents lying in general on a cone of order ? + 1 that has the 
line xy as a ?-tuple edge. For the tangents to the curve at this multiple 

point are the lines of intersection of the tangent cone at this multiple 

point by the k tangent planes to Km along xy, each plane intersecting 
vol. xxxviii. ? 32 
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the tangent cone in the line xy k times and in one other line, which is a 

tangent to the curve. If the tangent cone breaks up into g planes and a 

cone of order ? ? 
g + 1 (where 2 < & ? 

g + 1) that has the line xy 
as a 

(? 
? 

#)-tuple edge, the k tangents to the curve will lie on this cone 

of order ? ? 
g + 1. In this case it is only necessary to have the line 

xy as a 
(? 

? 
^)-tuple 

line of kind III on My. We need not consider the 

case where one or more sheets of Km touch My. and therefore the tangent 
cone at the multiple point along the line xy, for this line is then tangent 

to the curve. Nor can any sheet whose tangent plane is one of the com 

ponents of the tangent cone at the multiple point cause a branch of the 

curve 
by having contact with a sheet of the cone. 

If My contains a line xy o? kind IV, every sheet of ?m that passes 

through this line cuts out of My a branch of the curve that passes through 

the multiple point 
on My.. The tangent lines to the curve in this case 

all lie in one plane, viz. the plane that is tangent to My, at the multiple 

point but does not contain the line xy. Thus, if the line x y is a /c-tuple 

edge on Km, the curve of intersection will have a /c-tuple point, the tan 

gents at which all lie in one plane. As the only sheet of My that affects 

the curve is the sheet that does not pass through the multiple line, it is 

not necessary to have the line from the multiple point to the common 

vertex of Km and My. as a line on My,. The single sheet of My simply 
cuts the k branches of the curve out of the k sheets of the cone, its tan 

gent planes intersecting the k tangent planes to Km in the /c tangent 

lines to the curve at that point. 

4. We can therefore always obtain a curve of order m 
having 

a /c-tuple 

point, the tangents at which lie on a cone of order ? + 1 that has the 

point as vertex and has an arbitrary line through this point as a ?-tuple 

line, as the partial intersection of a particular cone and a particular 

monoid. The cone is of order m, has its vertex on the ?-tuple edge of 

the cone of order ? + 1, and has this edge as a ?-tuple edge. The 

monoid is of order /x, and has the multiple point of the curve as a (? + 1) 

tuple point and the line from this point to the common vertex of the two 

surfaces as a ?-tuple line. The line from the common vertex to the 

multiple point counts thus as ?/c lines common to Km and My,, and as 

? (? + 1) lines of My,. The cone and the monoid have m (/x + 1) 
? k k 

additional lines in common, whereas there are only p (p 
? 

1) 
? ? (? + 1) 

additional lines on My,. The cone Km must therefore have at least 

m (p 
- 

1) 
- ?/c - p (ji 

- 
1) + k (k + 1) 

i. e. (m 
? 

p) 0* 
? 

1) 
? ? (/c 

? ? ? 
1) 

== a 
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double edges, i. e. the curve Cm must have at least a apparent double 

points. It is thus evident that the multiple point reduces the necessary 

number of apparent double points by ? (/c 
?- ? ? 

1). This also holds 
true when the tangents lie in one plane. For we then have ?+1 = 

1, 

i. e. ? = 0. The line from the multiple point to the common vertex is 

neither a line on the monoid nor a line in the tangent plane. We then 

have ? (/c 
? ? ?1) 

= 0 ; that is, such a multiple point does not affect 
the necessary number of apparent double points. It is thus evident that 

multiple points whose tangents do not lie in one 
plane affect the number 

of apparent double points, whereas multiple points whose tangents lie in 

one plane do not affect this number, as well in the case of curves that 

are the partial intersection of a cone and a monoid as in the case of 

curves that are the complete intersection of two surfaces. 

This is also shown if we employ the method used in determining the 
number of apparent double points of the complete intersection of two sur 

faces of orders p and v.* This number was found to be one half of the num 

ber of intersections of the curve with a surface s of order (p 
? 

1) (y 
? 

1). 
The complete intersection in the case under consideration consists of 

the curve Cm of order m, a number of lines that are /c-tuple lines on Km 

and ?-tuple lines on 
My, 

a number h of lines that are double lines on 

Km and ordinary lines on My, and finally a number [viz. m (p 
? 

1) 
~~ 

2 ^K ~~ 2 ^] t of lines that are ordinary lines on both surfaces. 
There are certain points of apparent intersection of Cm with the lines 

common to Km and My, that are included among the points of inter 

section of Cm and S. Among these are 
(m 

? 
?) ? k 

points for every 
line to a /c-tuple point, 2 (m 

? 
2) points for every line to an apparent 

double point of the curve when viewed from the vertex of Km and m ? 1 

points for every line that is an 
ordinary line on both surfaces. The 

/c-tuple point of Cm, moreover, is a point of multiplicity ?(/c 
? 

1) 
on S 

and therefore counts as k k(k 
? 

1) of the m (m 
? 

1) (p 
? 

1) points of 
intersection of Cm and S. 

Calling hf the number of apparent double 

points of Cm when viewed from an 
arbitrary point in space, we have 

m (m 
? 

1) (ja 
? 

1) 
? 

2* ?(m 
~ 

k) /c? + (k 
? 

1) k?] 
? 2 (w 

? 
2) A 

- 
(ro 

? 
l)O0z- l)-^/c/c?- 2?] =2hf; 

i. e. h = h). 

* See page 481. 

t In the 2 we take account of all lines to points that are /c-tuple points on Cm 
and (Jc + l)-tuple points on M p.. 
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Thus, as a multiple point at which the tangents do not lie in one plane 
is a point on S, a number of apparent double points disappear when it is 

formed on the curve. A multiple point, however, at which the tangents 

all lie in one 
plane, 

can be obtained, as we have seen, by 
means of a 

monoid that has it as an ordinary point. It is therefore a 0-tuple point 

on S and has no apparent double points in its composition. This will 

be shown more in detail later. 

Every /c-tuple point, however, whether its tangents do or do not lie 

in one plane, has the same effect on the possible number of apparent 

double points ; each reduces it by i k(k 
? 

1). Thus a curve of order m 

having 
a number of /c-tuple points 

can never have more than 

i(m-l)(m-2)-i^K(K-l) 

apparent double points ; where the summation includes all points for 

which 2 ^ 
k < m ? 2. 

5. There is an upper limit to the necessary order of the cone on which 

the tangents to a curve at a multiple point lie. The equation of a cone 

of order ? + 1 that has a certain line as a Zc-tuple edge has 2 Jc + 2 

arbitrary constants, that is, such a cone can in general be made to pass 

through 2 7c + 2 arbitrary lines through the multiple point. We can 

therefore always pass a cone of order Jc + 1, having 
an arbitrary line 

through the /c-tuple point of the curve as a &-tuple edge, through the k 

tangent lines at the /c-tuple point of the curve, if k < 2 Jc + 2, i. e. if 

K_2 K 
?-? 

< ?, or - 
^ Jc + 1. We need, therefore, never take Jc greater 

K ? 2 K ?- 1 
than ?-? if k is even, nor greater than 

?-? if k is odd. The tangents 

may, however, in some cases lie on cones of lower orders than those 

given by the expressions above. We can in fact classify multiple points 

according to the orders of cones of the lowest order that can be passed 

through the tangents at them, this order taking any value from 1 to 

K K + 1 - or ?-?, according 
as k is even or odd. We must also bear in mind 

?i Z 

that the order of the cone places 
a limit on the number of the tangent 

lines that can lie in one plane. 
If X tangents 

at a /c-tuple point of a 

twisted curve of order m lie in one plane, the curve is met by that plane 

in at least 2 ? + /c ? X or k + X points. We must therefore have 

k + X < m, i. e. k 
< 

m ? 
X, or X < m ? /c. A curve of order six can 

therefore not have a quadruple point, three of the tangents at which lie 
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in one plane. If a cone of order g can be passed through the k 
tangents 

at a /c-tuple point, the cone is met by the curve in at least (g + l)/c 

points. We must therefore have 

0+1 

if we do not wish the curve to lie entirely on the cone. Thus, if 
m 

g 
= 

1, k < 
? 

; otherwise the curve is a plane curve. A twisted curve 

of order m can therefore never have a point of multiplicity greater than 

YYi f)i _ 1 ? 
if m is even, or 

greater than 
?-? 

if m is odd, if the tangents all 
2 ? 

2 m 
lie in one plane. If g 

= 
2, k < ??- ; that is, if a twisted curve of order 

m 
having 

a point of multiplicity greater than 
?^- 

has the tangents at this 

point lying 
on a quadric cone the curve will lie entirely 

on that cone. 

Similarly for cones of higher orders. 

6. We shall now determine the order p of the monoid of lowest order 

that will in general cut Cm out of Km in the manner described above ; that 

is, that value of p that will always suffice to obtain Cm. The equation of 

a monoid of order p that contains a ?-tuple line of kind III has just 
(p + l)2? (? + l)2? 1 arbitrary constants. We can make this monoid 
contain the curve Cm that has a 

/c-tuple point at the (k + l)-tuple point 
of My if we make it contain m p, 

? 
k(?+1) + 1 additional points 

of Cm. This is always possible if 

mfA-K(k+l) + l^(li+ l)2-(?+ 1)2-1; 
m 

i.e. if + JV??2-4j? + 4?2 + 8?- 4?/c-4k + 12 ^ p. 

Summing for all /c-tuple points on Cm, we have 

?L^J? 
+ J |/V 

_4ro + 8-42(*+l) (*-*-!) <f5 0) 

where in the summation each /c-tuple point has its own value of ?. We 

need never take the order of My greater than the smallest integer value 

of p that will satisfy this inequality. The curve Cm may nevertheless 
in certain cases be cut out of Km by a monoid of lower order. If the 

K-tuple points are all of the most general kind, that is, if the correspond 
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K _ I K_ 2 
ing values of ? are determined by 

?-? or ?-?, according 
as k is odd 

or even, we must have in general 

Io. If the k's are all even, 

m ? 2 

-2- + 
I?/(^-2)2-2k2 + 4<^ ai) 

2?. If the k's are all odd, 

?LZ_? + i 
y/(m-2)*-^* 

+ 5 5 p. (Ill) 

It is to be noticed that 
^ 0e + 1) (k 

? k ? 
I) in (I) above is always 

greatest when the /c-tuple points are all of the most general kind. The 

sufficient value of p is therefore always least in this case, that is when p, 

is given by (II) or (III) above. The quantity (k + 1) (* 
? ? ? 

1) in 

(I) is never less than zero ; the quantity under the radical sign is thus 

never greater than m2 ? 4 m + 8 ; therefore p 
= m ? 1 will always 

satisfy the conditions. We need therefore never take p, greater than 

m ? 1. 

7. The inequalities above give values of p greater than which we 

need never take the order of the monoid. We can, moreover, find values 

of p smaller than which we can never take the order. As My has p 

(p 
? 

1) lines on it, we must always have 

A+ 2* (*+!) +*<*(/?-?5 (1V) 

where h corresponds to the ordinary lines of My that are double lines on 

Km, 2^ (^ "J" -0 ^? ̂ e ^*tuple li?es of My that are /c-tuple lines on 

Km, and & to the ordinary lines of My that are 
ordinary lines on Km. 

As Km intersects My, in m (p 
? 

1) lines, we must have 

2h ? 
^?k 

+ o- = m (p- 1). (V) 

By eliminating h from (IV) and (V), we obtain 

^k (2 k - ?c - 
2) + c ^ (2p 

- 
m) 0* 

- 
1), 
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that is, p must 
always be taken as great as the quantity 

on the left side 

of this inequality. The smallest value of this quantity occurs when 

o- = 
0, and otherwise depends on the values of ? (2 ? ? k + 2), that is 

on the orders of the cones on which the tangents at the multiple 

points lie. 

K_2 

I). If k is even, ? can take any value from zero up to ?-? 
inclusive. 

?? 

The greatest value of ? (2 k ? k ? 
2) will then be ? ( ?-? 

j 
( ?-? 

) 

if k ? 2 is an evenly 
even number, or 

-C-^GM-GK^)}' 
if k ? 2 is an 

oddly 
even number. We must therefore always have 

^J^ 
+ i 

J/V 
- 

2)2- 2 (* 
- 

2)2 ̂  h, i?evevjK = 2nf 

m + 2 
or + J i/Ow 

? 
2)2 

? 
2 

K (K 
"" 

4) < /"? if every /c = 4 w'. 

(Here 
w is an odd number, whereas nf is any integer.) We can thus 

never take p less than the quantities on the left-hand sides of these 

inequalities, if the /c's are all even numbers. It is also evident from 

(VI) that, if the points are all such that the tangents at them lie in 

planes or on cones of order ?, we must have 

m+ 2 
+ i VO 

- 
2)2 5 ft 

m = 

2 

The lower limit for p when the /c's are all even numbers thus varies 

between ? and ?-(- \ J(m 
? 

2)2 
? 

^ (/c 
? 

2)2, according to 

the way in which the tangents to the curve at the different multiple 
points lie. 
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K_ i 
II). If k is odd, ? can take any value from 0 up to ?-? inclusive. 

The largest possible value of k (2 k ? k + 2) for any multiple point will 

then be - 
(^~J \?j' 

?T ~ 
\Tj (^?"^) 

' aCCOrdinS aS 
k is one more than an 

oddly even or an 
evenly 

even number. The 

two products are, however, equal. The greatest possible value of 

2 
^ (2 k ? k + 2) will thus occur when all the points are such that 

? = 
?j? 

or ?-? 
, according 

as k is one more than an 
oddly 

even or 

an 
evenly even number. If k's are all odd numbers, we must thus have 

^ 
+ i 

|/(m-2)*-;2("-l)(K-S) 
5 ,,. 

It is evident from (VI) above that 

^f^ 
+ i 

j/(m 
- 

2)2+ 4 
^(k-1) ^, if ? = 

^foreach/c; 

or ?-1" i V( 
? 

2)2 ̂ p,, if ? =: 0 for each k. 

The lower limit for p when k is odd thus varies between 

m + 2 

4 
+ 

?1/( -2)2-2(k-1)(k-2) 

and 
ra + 2 

+ i 
|/(m 

- 
2)2 + 4 

2 (k 
- 

1), 

according to the way in which the tangents to the curve at the different 

multiple points lie. 

It is thus evident that p can in no case be taken less than 

m+ 2 

4 +i|/( -2)2-2(/c-2)2. 

Using the formulae found above we can tabulate as follows : ? 
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A. curve Cm of order 

having a point (or points) of multi 

plicity .k : 

can be cut out of a cone of order m 

having Cm as base by a monoid 
of order.p, 

. 

that has the multiple point (or 

points) of Cm as point (or 
points) of multiplicity . . ? ? 1 : 

7 

3,3 

2,2 

4,3 

2,2 2,2 

5,3 

3,2 

5,3 

2,2 

4,4 

2,2 

4,3 

2,2 

3,3 

2,2 

3,3,3 

2,2,2 

B. 

1. Every curve Cm of order m can also be obtained as the partial 

intersection of a cone of order m ? 1 and a monoid of order p, where 

p is to be determined. The cone Km-\ is a cone that has an 
ordinary 

point of Cm as its vertex and Cm as its base. There being an infinite 

number of ordinary points on Cm, the special positions of the vertex 

from which every line drawn to Cm meets Cm in two or more points can 

be avoided. The vertex can therefore be taken in such a way that the 

cone of order m ? 1 does not break up into cones of orders that are sub 

multiples of m ? 1. Every edge of Km_\ thus has on it one point of 

Cm in addition to that at the vertex ; Cm can therefore be cut out of 

JKm?i by 
a monoid My. We shall consider the case of a curve that has 

points of multiplicity k, at which the tangents lie on cones of order ? + 1 

that have the lines from the multiple points to the vertex of Km_\ as 

?-tuple edges ; the case of curves with no multiple points being but a 

special case of this. It can be shown, as in the previous case, that the 

lines from the common vertex of Km_\ and My to these /c-tuple points 

are K-tuple lines on Km?i and ?-tuple lines of kind III on My,. The 
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equation of a monoid of order // that has a ?-tuple line of kind III con 

tains in general (p + l)2 
? 

(? + l)2 
? 1 arbitrary consonants. In 

order to make this monoid My. contain a curve Cm that has the vertex 

of My, as an ordinary point and a 
(? + l)-tuple point of My 

as a /c-tuple 

point, we must make it contain m p. 
? 

(p, 
? 

1) 
? k 

(k + 1) + 1 addi 

tional points of Cm. This is possible if 

mp 
- 

(p 
- 

1) 
- 

K(k + 1) + 1 ̂  (p + l)2 
- 

(k + l)2 
- 

1, 

i.e. if 
"^3 + |V^-6m + 17-4(?+ 1)(k-?- 1)5 ?i; 

or, summing for all /c-tuple points of Cm that are (? + l)-tuple points 
on My., we must have 

m ? 3 
+ 

?|/^2-6m+17-4^(?+l)(/c-?~l)^/u. 
(I) 

The smallest value of p that satisfies (I) will in general suffice as the 

order of a monoid that can be made to cut Cm out of Km?\. As 

(k + 1) (k 
? k ? 

1) is never less than 0, it is evident that p = m ? 2 

will always suffice. As in the previous section, k can take any value 

from 0 to ?-? or ?-? inclusive. We can show in the same way as 

there that p can never be less than the smallest integer that satisfies 

^~^~ + \ 
|/m2-6m+l 

+ 
8^?(2?~/c+2) 

+ 8a- ^ p. (II) 

Using (I) and (II), we can tabulate as follows : ? 

A curve of order . . . . m . 

having a point (or points) of 

multiplicity.k \ 

can be obtained as the 
intersection of a cone 
of order . - . . . . m ? 1 : 

and a monoid of order P = 

that has the /c-tuple point 
(or points) of the curve 

as points of multiplie 

ity.k + 1 

7 

3,3 

6 

4 

2,2 

4,3 

7 

4 

2,2 

3,3 

7 

5 

2,2 
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Thus a quintic curve with a triple point can be obtained as the partial 
intersection of a 

quartic cone that has a triple edge and a 
quadric monoid 

that has the triple point of the curve as a double point ; that is, as the 

partial intersection on a quartic and a quadric cone not having the same 

vertex but having 
a line in common that is a triple edge 

on the quartic 
and an 

ordinary edge 
on the quadric cone. This edge and the quintic 

curve constitute the complete intersection of the two surfaces. 

2. The complete intersection of Km_\ and My is of order (m 
? 

1) p. 

The cone Km-.\ meets the inferior cone of My in (m 
? 

1) (p 
? 

1) lines, 

of which all but one (namely the tangent to Cm at the vertex O of 

Km?{) meets Cm in points different from O and not consecutive to it. 

These lines therefore lie on My, and together with Cm constitute the 

complete intersection of Km?\ and My. As there are 
only p, (p, 

? 
1) 

lines on My, it is evident that Km?\ has in general at least 

(rn - 1) 0, 
- 

1) 
- 1 - p (p 

- 
1), 

that is, mp 
? 

p2 
? 

m, double edges. Cm has therefore in general at 

least m p, 
? 

p2 
? m apparent double points when viewed from a 

point of 

the curve, that is, at least m p 
? 

p2 
? 2 when viewed from an 

arbitrary 

point in space.* If, however, the curve has /c-tuple points that are 

(? + l)-tuple points on My, the lines from these points to the vertex 

count as 
2 

^ K ̂ nes common to Km?i and My and as 
^?k (k + 1) lines 

on My. The cone Km?\ must therefore have at least 

(m 
- 

1) p. - m - 
2 ? * - P G*- 1) + 2 * (* + !) 

double edges, that is, Cm must have at least mp 
? 

p2 
? 2 ? 

^Jc(k 
? ? ? 

1) 

apparent double points. Each multiple point thus reduces the necessary 
number of apparent double points by k (k 

? k ? 
1), 

as in the previous 
section. If we take p 

= m ? 
2, it is evident that we must 

always have 

2 m - 6 ? 
^ 

? (/c 
? ? - 1) 5= ?. 

C. 

1. A curve Cm having 
a 

point iasa /c-tuple point lies in general on 

a cone K of order m ? k that has the point A as its vertex and the curve 

Cm as its base. This excludes those curves that are met 
by every line 

through the multiple point in two or more additional points if at all, 

* See Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), No. 330, Ex. 2. 
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e. g. curves of order m that are wound a times around a cone of order 

- 
and pass k times through the vertex of this cone. Such curves 

cannot be obtained as the partial 
or complete intersection of a cone and a 

monoid that have this multiple point as their common vertex. They 
can 

be obtained as the intersection, partial or 
complete, of a cone of order 

- 
and a surface of order p that has the vertex of the cone as a 

a 

(p 
? 

a)-tuple point; every line through the (p 
? 

a)-tuple point, and 

therefore every edge of the cone, meets this surface in a additional 

points, which are the a 
points of the curve on this edge. We can avoid 

doing this by considering these curves as 
lying 

on cones of order m or 

m ? 
1, as we did in the previous two sections. We shall treat in this 

section only those curves that are met by an 
edge of Km?K in one point 

distinct from the vertex. Such curves can be cut out of Km-K by some 

monoid of order p.. 

I. Suppose 
m ? k < p.. Then in order to make My contain Cm with 

out breaking up into ?Tm__K and a monoid of order p 
? m + k, we must 

have 

mp 
- 

K(p 
- 

1) + 1 5 (p + I)2 
- 

(p 
- m + k + l)2 

- 1 ; 

the vertex counting 
as k 

(p 
? 

1) points of intersection of Cm and My,. 

We must therefore have in general 

(rn 
- k -l)2 + (K + 1) = 

m ? k < 

If the curve Cm has in addition to this /c-tuple point certain /c'-tuple 

points that are (kf + l)-tuple points on My, it is evident from reasoning 
similar to that on page 506, that we must have 

mp - K(p 
- 

1) 
- 

2<*' + *)*'+ ! < [(P + *)' 
- 

2 (*' + !)"] 
- 

[(p 
- m + k + l)2 

- 
2^ ~K'+ X)2] 

- 
*' 

( 
- * - l)2 + (* + 1 ) - 2 K' (?' 

- ?' + 1) _ 
i. e.-< jt* ; (I) m ? k 

^ w 

where the summation extends over all multiple points of Cm (except the 

one at the vertex of Km-?) that are (k1 + l)-tuple points on My.. The 

smallest value of p that satisfies (I) is the order of the monoid that will 

in this case cut Cm out of Km?K . 
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II. Suppose m ? k > p. We must then have 

mii-K(p- 1) + 1 ^ (m + l)2- 1, 

m ? k ? 
2 

i.e. + i V(m 
- k - 2)2 + 4 (k + 1) 5 ^, 

if we wish to make Mu contain Cm. If, however, the curve Cm has in 

addition to this /c-tuple point certain /c'-tuple points that are (?' + l)-tuple 

points on My, we must have 

m~*-2 
+ 
W(m-K_2)2+4(K+l)-4^(K'+l)(K'-i'-l) 5 M, 

(II) 
where the summation extends over all the multiple points except the one 

at the vertex. 

_ fjfi 
We know that m < p (m 

? 
k), i. e. - 

< p. Thus m ? k < p, 
m ? k 

whenever (m 
? 

/c)2 < m. We therefore use 
(I) whenever (m 

? 
k)2 ^ w?, 

that is, when m ? 
\/m ^ k, and (II) whenever (m 

? 
k)2 > m, that is, 

when /c < m ? 
V 

- We can then tabulate as follows : ? 

A curve of order. 

having a point of multiplicity 

and a point of multiplicity 

can be obtained as the inter 
section of a cone of order m ? /c ; 

having the /f-tuple point 
as vertex 

and a monoid of order t* = 

having the /c-tuple point as 
vertex and the /c'-tuple point 
as a point of multiplicity kr + 1 = 

D. 

1. We shall now consider in particular the case where the multiple 

point that is taken as the vertex of the cone is an 
(m 

? 
2)-tuple point. 

Every such twisted curve Cm of order m that has an actual (m 
? 

2) 

tuple point is unicursal. For a plane passing through any line that 
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joins this (m 
? 

2)-tuple point to any point of Cm never contains more 

than one other point of Cm ; nevertheless during its revolution around 

the line, it contains successively all the other points of the curve. If we 

take an 
ordinary point of Cm as vertex and construct a cone with Cm as 

base, this cone will be of the (m 
? 

l)st order. This cone contains the 

line joining the (m 
?- 

2)-tuple point to the vertex as an 
(m 

? 
2)-tuple 

edge, and can therefore have no double edges. The curve can therefore 

have no apparent double points when viewed from an 
ordinary point of 

the curve. We therefore have h = m ? 2 ; 
* thus a twisted curve of 

order m that has an 
(m 

? 
2)-tuple point has m ? 2 apparent double 

points. 

2. Let Cm be a twisted curve of order m 
having 

an 
(m 

? 
2)-tuple 

point at A (where 4 < m). This curve will lie on a cone of order two, 

say K2, whose vertex is A ; for any plane through the point A can con 

tain only two other points of Cm, the lines joining these points to A 

being generators of a quadric cone. Not more than two tangents to Cm 

at A can lie in one plane, for the plane would then meet the curve in 

more than m 
points, which is only possible if the plane contains the 

curve. Every unicursal curve of order m with an actual (m 
? 

2)-tuple 

point thus lies on a quadric cone. We can show that Cm can be cut out 

of this cone K2 by a monoid. Clearly Cm is the complete or partial 

intersection of K2 with some surface of order p., say aS^, having 
a 

?-tuple 

point at A. Now m ? 2 < 2 ?, since 2 ? is the multiplicity of A on the 

complete intersection of aS^ and K2. It is evident that ? is the order of 

the cone that contains the m ? 2 tangents to Cm at A that lie on K2, 

provided m - 2 5 J ? (? + 3) 
- 1 

(? 
- 

2) (? + 1) 
- 

1, where 2 5 k, 

i. e. provided m-2^ 2 ?, where 2 < ?. We can thus always take ? =1 

?-? or ?-?, according 
as m is even or odd. The surface Sy with a 

?-tuple point at A is determined by \ (p + 1) (p + 2) (p + 3) 
? 

\ k 

(k + 1) (? + 2) 
? 1 points. In order not to have Sy break up into K2 

and a component of order p 
? 2 having 

a (k 
? 

2)-tuple point at A, we 

must take ? (p 
? 

1) p (p + 1) 
? 

\ (k 
? 

2) (k 
? 

1) ?of these points 
off K2. There are p (p + 2) 

-- ?2 points remaining that can be taken 

arbitrarily, but in such a way that Sy shall contain Cm. Sy. meets Cm 

in k (m 
? 

2) points at A, and will therefore contain Cm entirely if it 

contains m p, 
? 

(m 
? 

2) ? + 1 additional points of Cm. Sy can therefore 

be determined so as to contain Cm if 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), No 330, Example 2. 
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mp, 
? 

(m 
? 

2) ? + 1 ^ p, (p + 2) 
- ?2. 

If there are still points left at our disposal, we may use them in different 

ways, and may cause the residual curve to break up in different ways. 

The complete intersection of K2 and Sy. is of order 2p,; and as Cm is of 

order m the residual is of order 2 p, 
? m. As the complete intersection 

has a point of multiplicity 2 ? at A, the residual has a point of multi 

plicity 2 k ? m + 2 there. Every edge of K2 meets aS^ in ? + 1 points 
of which ? are at A. If we can take p 

? k additional points on some of 

these edges, these edges will contain p + 1 points in all and will lie com 

pletely on aS^. Therefore if there are enough points left at our disposal 
to enable us to take p, 

? k additional points on each of 2 p 
? m ? 1 

edges of K2, the residual will consist of these 2 p, 
? m ? 1 edges of K2 

and (since the entire residual is of order 2 p 
? 

m) another straight line, 

which can 
only be another edge of K2. The residual can then be made 

to consist entirely of straight lines if 

(p, 
? 

?) (2p. 
- m ? 

1) 5 p (p, + 2) 
- ?2 - mp, + (m 

- 
2) k - 1, 

i. e. if (p, 
- k - 1) (p, 

- ? - 2) 5 1 ; 

which can 
only 

occur if k = 
p. 

? 
1, or ? = 

/k 
? 2. We may then always 

take ? = 
p, 

? 
1, that is take aSm to be a monoid. Thus p, 

= k + 1 = 

? or ?-? 
according 

as m is even or odd. Therefore : ? 

A unicursal curve 
of order m that has a 

point of multiplicity 
m ? 2 can 

always be considered as the partial intersection of 
a 

quadric cone and a 

monoid of order p,, where p, 
? ? or ?-? 

according as m is even or odd. 

Thus the quintic curve with a triple point can be obtained, as we have 

seen before, as the partial intersection of a quadric cone and a cubic 

monoid that have the same vertex. The cubic monoid is determined by 
15 points, but 4 of these must be taken off the quadric in order not to 

have the monoid contain the quadric as a component. We thus have 11 

points at our disposal. In order to make the cubic monoid contain a 

quintic curve that has a 
triple point at the vertex of the monoid, we 

must make it contain 3*5 ? 2*3 + 1 or 10 additional points of the 
curve. We can do this and still have one point left at our disposal. This 

point can be taken on any generator of the cone, causing this generator 
to be the residual intersection of the cone and the monoid. 

Similarly, a sextic curve with a quadruple point can be obtained as the 
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complete intersection of a quadric cone and a cubic monoid. The cubic 

monoid is determined by 15 points, of which 4 must be taken off the 

quadric to insure the monoid not containing it as a factor. In order to 

make this monoid contain the sextic that has a quadruple point at the 

vertex of the monoid, we must make it contain 6*3 ? 4*2 + 1 or 11 

additional points. This is the exact number at our disposal. 

IV. 

On the Composition of Multiple Points. 

1. If a curve of order m has an (m 
? 

2)-tuple point, it can have no 

other multiple point. The curve is unicursal. We assume 5 < m. The 

tangents to the curve at this multiple point cannot lie in a 
plane, but 

they lie on a quadric 
cone. As we saw on page 510, this curve has 

m ? 2 apparent double points. It can have no more apparent singular 
ities. 

A curve with an (m 
? 

3)-tuple point can have at most one other 

actual multiple point, viz. a double point. If it had more it would nec 

essarily be a plane curve. Thus a twisted quintic cannot have three 

actual double points. A curve of order m 
having an (m 

? 
3)-tuple 

point and a double point lies in general 
on a cone of order m ? 2 having 

the double point 
as vertex and the curve as base. This curve cannot 

have more than-?- double edges. The edge joining the 

vertex to the (m 
? 

3)-tuple point counts for just this number of double 

edges. The cone can therefore have no more double edges ; that is, 

when viewed from the double point of the curve, the number of apparent 

double points of this curve is zero. 
According to Salmon,* the number 

of apparent double points of the curve is 2 m ? 6 more when viewed 

from an 
arbitrary point in space than when viewed from a double point 

of the curve. A curve of order m with an (m 
? 

3)-tuple point and an 

actual double point has therefore just 2 m ? 6 apparent double points. 

It can have no other actual multiple point or apparent singularity. It is 

thus evident that when one of the branches through the double point 
moves into the (m 

? 
3)-tuple point, the curve loses m ? 4 apparent 

double points, that is an (m 
? 

2)-tuple point may be formed from an 

(m 
? 

3)-tnple point, a double point and m ? 4 apparent double points. 

A triple point on a quintic curve is thus equivalent to two actual double 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), No. 330, Example 2. 
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points and one apparent double point. This triple point does not have 

its tangents lying in one plane. 

Consider now a curve of order m with an (m 
? 

4)-tuple point and a 

triple point. The curve can have no other actual multiple point. We 

assume 6 < m. In this case we take the vertex of the cone at the triple 

point, and must therefore know the reduction in the number of apparent 
double points of a curve when it is viewed from a triple point of the 

curve. We shall, however, consider the general 
case and consider the 

reduction when the curve is viewed from a 
?-tuple point on it. Plucker's 

formulae * 
give 

k = 3v (v-2)- 6t-8?, (1) 

3^ = 3^ (?- 1) 
- 

6r-H (2) 

i=3p(p- 2)- 68-8k, (3) 

* = 
?Kf-l)-2S-v]. (4) 

In the case we are 
considering, 

p. 
= m ? 

k, v = r ? 2 ?, k = 
?. 

Substituting these values in (1) and (2), and combining, we have 

i = ? 
- 3 (m 

? 
?) + 3 (r 

- 2 ?). 

Substituting the same values in (3), we have 

i = 3 (m- k) (m 
- k - 2) 

- ? 
is, + 

^?P(p~ 1}>\ - 8 /?; 

where 
2 extends to all multiple edges due to all multiple points other 

2 
than the vertex, and where Sx is the number of double edges due to 

apparent double points. Eliminating i between these last two equations, 
we have 

2 
(o\+ ^p(p-i)\ 

= (m-k)2-m + 3k-r-3?. (5) 

Now take the vertex of the cone at an arbitrary point in space. If 8 is 
the number of double edges on this cone, we have 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), No. 325, footnote. 
vol. xxxviii. ? 33 
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2 

Substituting in formulae (4), we have 

?=h[m{m-l)-2(k 
+ 

kJ^+2P-^)-r\ 
(6) 

Comparing (5) and (6), we have 

o\ = ? - mk + ? (? + 1); 

that is, the number of apparent double points is less by mk ? k (k -{- 1) 
when viewed from a 

?-tuple point on the curve than when viewed from 

an arbitrary point in space. 

Consider now a curve of order m that has an (m 
? k ? 

l)-tuple point 
and a ?-tuple point. Then the curve can have no more actual double or 

multiple points. It will in general lie on a cone of order m ? ? that has 

the ?-tuple point as vertex and the curve as base. This cone cannot 

(m - k - 1 ) (m 
? k - 2) , ,, , ^ 

have more than -?- 
double edges. The 

(m 
? k ? 

1)-tuple edge to the (m 
? k ? 

l)-tuple point counts for just 
this number. The cone can therefore have no double edges, that is the 

curve can have no apparent double points when viewed from the ?-tuple 

point. It has therefore just mJc ? Jc (k -f 1) apparent double points 
when viewed from an 

arbitrary point in space. It can have no more 

apparent singularities. 

Let Pn denote an 
w-tuple point on the curve. A curve of order m 

can thus have a Pm_^_i, a Pk. and [mk 
? k (k + 1)] apparent double 

points, 
or a Pm?k, a i\_i, and [m (k 

? 1 ) 
? k {k 

? 
1)] apparent 

double points. We can therefore write symbolically 

Pm-k + Pk-i = Pm-k?i + Pk + (m 
? 2 k) apparent double points. (I) 

[We obtained mk ? k (Jc + 1) apparent double points by assuming the 
vertex to be taken at Pk. If we interchange and take the vertex at 

Pm_??i, we get the same result, viz. : 

Pic, Pm_^_b and m (m 
? k ? 

1) 
? 

(m 
? k ? 

1) (m 
? 

k) 

apparent double points, i. e. 

P/c, Pm-k-h an(^ mk ? k (k -\- l) apparent double points.] 
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If we use a and b, where a + ? = m ? 
1, in (I), 

we obtain 

Pa + Pb + (m 
? 2 b) apparent double points = 

Pa+i + P?>?l? 

If m is odd, we have 

P a. P m I171 (m 
- 

*) (m-1) (m+ 1)-| 
%i 

+ 
%_' 

+ L 2 4 J 

apparent double points 

- P , P . rw (OT 
- 

3) (m 
- 

3) (m 
- 

1)-| - 
^ + 

^ 
+ L g" 4 J 

apparent double points, i. e. 

2 iVi + 1 apparent double point = 
P^ + P^. 2 2 2 

Thus, if m = 2 a + 1 

2 Pa + 1 apparent double point = 
Pa+\ + Pa?i. 

If m is even, we have 

_, _ 
\m (m 

? 
2) m (m 

? 
2)"J , _, 

Pm + "m-2 + 
-^-^-T- apparent double points 

rm (m 
- 

4) (m-4) (m-2)-| - 
^ 

+ 
^ 

+ 
[ 2 4 J 

apparent double points, i. e. 

Pm + P,n-2 + 2 apparent double points 
= 

P^ + P^_4. 2 2 2 L2 

Thus if m = 2 a, 

Pa + Pa-i + 2 apparent double points 
= 

Pa+i + Pa?2 

Therefore, in general, 

If m = 2 a + 1, 

2 Pa + k2 apparent double points = 
Pa+k + Pa?k ; 

also, 

Pa+k + Pa-fc + 9 (9 + 2 k) apparent double points 
= 

Pa+k+g + Pa-k-9 : 

If m = 2 a, 

Pa + Pa_i + & (ft + 1) apparent double points = 
Pa+k + Po-?-i; 
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also, 

Pa+k + Pa?k?i + g (g + 2 k + 1) apparent double points 
-? 

-*a+k-\-g + Pet?k?g?1 

A sex tic curve can thus have a quadruple point and four apparent 

double points, or a triple point, 
a double point, and six apparent double 

points. A quadruple point on a sextic curve is thus equivalent to a 

triple point, a double point, and two apparent double points. 

Similarly 
a septimic 

curve can have a 
quintuple point and five appar 

ent double points, 
or a quadruple point, a double point, and 

eight apparent 

double points, or two triple points and nine apparent double points. A 

quintuple point on a septimic is thus equivalent to a 
quadruple point, a 

double point, and three apparent double points, or to two triple points 

and four apparent double points. Likewise a 
quadruple point and a 

double point on a septimic curve are equivalent to two triple points and 

one apparent double point. 

2. We shall now examine different kinds of multiple points and deter 

mine the number of actual and apparent double points to which they are 

equivalent. We shall consider in detail all kinds of multiple points from 

the triple point to the septuple point inclusive, and shall then draw some 

conclusions for multiple points in general. 

I. Triple Points. 
A triple point 

on a curve can, as we have seen, be of two kinds 

according 
as the tangents to the curve at this point do or do not lie in 

one plane. We shall consider the way in which a triple point can be 

formed. A curve Cm with a double point can be obtained as the partial 

intersection of a cone K and a monoid M, where the double point of Cm 

is a double point on K and an ordinary point of M. The line from this 

point to the common vertex of K and M is a double edge 
on K but does 

not lie on M. Let another sheet of K that passes near this line intersect 

M in a new branch of Cm. This new sheet of K intersects the two 

sheets through the double line in two lines that are also double edges 
on K. These double edges must be due to actual or apparent double 

points of Cm. UK is deformed in such a way that these two edges 
coincide with the first double edge and form a triple edge, Cm will have 

a triple point. The tangents at this triple point will all lie in one plane, 
as they are cut out of the three tangent planes to K along the triple line 

by the one tangent plane to Mat this point. The last two double edges 
of K must have been due to actual double points of Cm, these double 

points being the points of intersection of the ordinary sheet of M by the 
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double edges of K. This triple point is thus equivalent to three actual 

double points. If, however, when we deform K we also deform M in 

such a way that it has a double point at the double point of Cm, it is 

?vident that the three tangents in the limit will not lie in one plane. 
For they 

are the intersections of the tangent cone at the double point of 

M by the three tangent planes to K along the triple line. The tangent 
line to the third or new branch intersects the plane of the tangents to 

the other two branches in the limit at an angle ; the new branch must 

therefore be considered as meeting the first two branches together 
once 

at that point. The two double edges of K caused by the third sheet 

cannot in this case both be considered as due to actual double points of 

Cm, as the three tangents would then in the limit lie in one plane. Nor 

can both double edges be considered as due to apparent double points, 
for the new branch actually 

meets the other two branches together in the 

limit. One must therefore be considered as due to an actual and one to 

an apparent double point. This kind of triple point is thus equivalent to 
two actual and one 

apparent double point. This agrees with what we 

obtained on page 512. 

II. Quadruple Points. 

(1). If the four tangents all lie in one plane, as in 1,* the quadruple 
point is equivalent to 6 actual double points. This is shown in the same 

way as the case of the triple point of the first kind. 

(2). If three tangents lie in one plane, as in 2* the quadruple point 
is equivalent to 4 actual and 2 apparent double points. For if a curve 

having such a 
quadruple point is obtained as the partial intersection of a 

cone K &n? a monoid Mf the point must be at least a triple point and the 

line from it to the vertex at least a double line of kind III on M\ other 

wise three tangents cannot lie in one plane. Let a curve Cm with a 

triple point at which the tangents lie in one plane be obtained as the 

partial intersection of a cone K and a monoid M that has the point as 
a triple point. This means that the three lines in which (in addition to 
the line from the multiple point to the vertex 6 times) the three tangent 

planes to K intersect the tangent cone at the triple point of M lie in one 

plane. Let a new branch of Cm passing 
near the triple point be caused 

by another sheet of K intersecting M. This sheet meets the three sheets 

through the triple edge of K in three lines, which are thus double lines 
on K. These lines must be due to actual or apparent double points 

* These numbers and succeeding ones refer to figures on the accompanying 
plate. 
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of Cm. As in the case of the triple point it is evident that one and no 
more must in the limit be considered as due to an actual double point. 
This quadruple point is thus equivalent to the triple point, one actual 

double point, and two apparent double points, that is, to four actual and 

two apparent double points. 

(3). If no three tangents lie in one plane, as in 3, the quadruple point 
is equivalent to 3 actual and 3 apparent double points. For, a curve 

having a triple point at which the tangents lie on a quadric cone but not 

in a plane can be obtained as the partial intersection of a cone K and a 

monoid M that has the point as a double point and a line from it to the 
vertex as an 

ordinary line of kind III. A new branch of the curve can 

be added, as in the previous cases, to form a quadruple point. The tan 

gent to this branch will be cut out of the tangent cone at the double point 
of M by the tangent plane to the new sheet of K. As this tangent does 
not in general lie in the plane of any two other tangents, the new branch 

must be considered as meeting the three branches together once at the 

triple point. This quadruple point is therefore equivalent to the triple 

point and one actual and two apparent double points, that is, to three 

actual and three apparent double points. This agrees with what we 

obtained on pages 501 and 516. 
We can go on in this way obtaining the different kinds of points of any 

multiplicity by adding a new branch to points of one less multiplicity. 
III. Quintuple Points. 

(1). If all the tangents lie in one plane, as in 4, the quintuple point 
is equivalent to 10 actual double points. This is obtained by adding 
a new branch to a II (1) 

* in such a way that its tangent lies in the 

plane of the four tangent lines at the quadruple point. 

(2). If four tangents lie in one plane, as in 5, the quintuple point is 

equivalent to 7 actual and 3 apparent double points. This can be 

obtained from a II (1). 

(3). If three tangents lie in one plane, and the other two lie in a plane 
with one of these, as in 6, the quintuple point is equivalent to 6 actual 

and 4 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a II (2) by 

adding a new branch in such a way that its tangent in the limit lies in a 

plane with the tangents to two other branches. It is therefore equiva 

lent to a II (2), two actual double points and two apparent double points. 
In Figure 6, let us consider the line 123 as the cross section of a plane 
that contains the lines whose bases are 1, 2, and 3, and the line 145 as 

* We mean by II (1) a quadruple point of kind (I), etc. 
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the cross section of a plane that contains the lines whose bases are 1, 4, 

and 5 ; where the five lines have not yet united to form a 
quintuple 

point. The lines then have six actual intersections, viz. 12, 13, 23, 14, 

15, and 45, and four apparent intersections, viz. 24, 25, 34, and 35. 

Considering these lines as the tangents to a curve we see that this quin 

tuple point can in the limit be considered as composed of six actual and 

four apparent double points. 

(4). If three tangents lie in one plane and the other two do not lie in 
a plane with one of these, as in 7, the quintuple point is equivalent to 5 

actual and 5 apparent double points. This quintuple point can be 

obtained from a II (2) by adding a new branch with its tangent in the 
limit not in the plane of two other tangents, or from a II (3), by adding 
a new branch with its tangent in the limit in the plane of two other 

tangents. 

(5). If no three tangents lie in one plane, as in 8, the quintuple 
point is equivalent to 4 actual and 6 apparent double points. This is the 
kind of quintuple point mentioned on page 516. It can be obtained from 
a II (3) by adding a new branch in such a way that its tangent does not 
in the limit lie in the plane of two other tangents at the quadruple point. 
It does not matter whether this new branch is added in such a way that 

the five tangents in the limit lie on a 
quadric cone that contains an 

arbitrary line as an 
edge 

or on a cubic cone that contains this line as a 

double edge. The multiplicity of the point on the monoid only affects 
the composition of the multiple point on the curve by placing an upper 
limit on the number of tangent lines that can lie in one 

plane. The 

only relations between the tangent lines that directly affect the number 

of actual and apparent double points to which the multiple point is 

equivalent are the number of lines that lie in one plane and the number 

that lie in two or more planes containing two or more other tangent 
lines. 

IV. Sextuple Pohits. 

(1). If six tangents lie in one plane, as in 9, the sextuple point is 

equivalent to 15 actual double points. This can be obtained from a 
m (i). 

(2). If the tangents lie by threes in four planes, as in 10, the sex 

tuple point is equivalent to 12 actual and 3 apparent double points. 
For let 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 represent not only the bases of the tangent 
lines, as in 10, but also the tangent lines themselves, where the branches 

have not yet united to form the sextuple point. We suppose 1, 2, and 3 

to lie in one plane, and 1, 4> and 5 in another plane, but no three of 
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these lines to meet in one point. The line 6 is added in such a way that 
it lies in the plane not only of 2 and 5 but also of 3 and 4. The lines 
before we have reached the limit then lie as in the tetrahedron in Figure 
11. The actual intersections are 12, 13, 14, 15, 23, 25, 26, 34, 36, 45, 
46, and 56, and the apparent intersections are 16, 24, and 35; thus 

twelve actual and three apparent double points in the composition of the 

sextuple point. 

(3). If five tangents lie in one plane, as in 12, the sextuple point is 

equivalent to 11 actual and 4 apparent double points. This can be 
obtained from a III (1). 

(4). If four tangents lie in one plane, and the other two lie in a 

plane with one of the four, as in 13, the point is equivalent to 9 actual 

and 6 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a III (2). 
(5). If the tangents lie by threes in three planes, as in 14, the point 

is equivalent to 9 actual and 6 apparent double points. This can be 
obtained in the same way as case (2) above. The lines before we 

reach the limit lie as in Figure 15. The actual intersections are 12, 13, 

14, 15, 23, 25, 26, 45, and 5Q, and the apparent intersections are 16, 24, 
34, 35, 36, and 46. 

(6). If four tangents lie in one plane and the other two do not lie in 
one plane with one of these, as in 16, the sextuple point is equivalent to 

8 actual and 7 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a 

111(2). 
(7). If three tangents lie in one plane and two lie in a plane with 

one of these, and the six in no plane with two others, as in 17, the sex 

tuple point is equivalent to 7 actual and 8 apparent double points. This 
can be obtained from a III (3). 

(8). If three tangents lie in one plane and the other three in a plane 

that does not contain one of the first three;; as in 18, the point is equiva 
lent to 7 actual and 8 apparent double points. This can be obtained 
from a III (4). 

(9). If three tangents lie in one plane and none of the remaining lie 

in a plane with two others, as in 19, the point is equivalent to 6 actual 

and 9 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a III (4). 
(10). If no three lie in one plane, as in 20, the point is equivalent to 

5 actual and 10 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a 

III (5). 
V. Septuple Points. 

(1). If the tangents all lie in one plane, as in 21, the point is equiva 
lent to 21 actual double points. This can be obtained from a IV (1). 
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(2). If the tangents lie by threes in six planes, as in 22, the point is 

equivalent to 18 actual and 3 apparent double points. This will be ex 

plained with the following case. 

(3). If the tangents lie by threes in five planes, as in 23, the point is 

equivalent to 16 actual and 5 apparent double points. The branches of 

a sextuple point of kind (2) before they unite to form the sextuple point 
have their tangents lying 

as 
edges of a tetrahedron, as in 11. Adding 7 

in the plane of 3 and 5 causes the intersection not only of 7 with 3 and 

5, and of 3 with 5, but also of 1 with 6. The lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 
now meet in one point. This septuple point is thus equivalent to a IV 

(2), four actual and two apparent double points, that is, to 16 actual and 
5 apparent double points. If moreover 7 is added in such a way that it 

also lies in the plane of 1 and 6, it meets 1 and 6 and two more actual 

double points must be added. A septuple point of kind (2) is thus 

equivalent to 18 actual and 3 apparent double points. 

(4). If six tangents lie in one plane, as in 24, the point is equivalent 
to 16 actual and 5 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a 

IV (1). 

(5). If four tangents lie in one plane, and the others as in 25, the 

point is equivalent to 15 actual and 6 apparent double points. This can 

be obtained from a IV (2). 

(6). If the tangents lie as in 26, the point is equivalent to 15 actual 
and 6 apparent double points. The tangent lines before the branches of 

the curve unite to form the septuple point lie as in 27, which have 
twelve points of intersection. 

(7). If ?ve tangents lie in one plane, and the other two lie in a plane 
with one of these, as in 28, the point is equivalent to 13 actual and 8 

apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (3). 
(8). If six of the tangents he by threes in four planes, and the seventh is 

not in a plane with two others, as in 29, the point is equivalent to 13 actual 

and 8 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (2). 
(9). If five tangents lie in one plane, and the other two do not lie in a 

plane with one of these, as in 30, the point is equivalent to 12 actual and 
9 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (3). 

(10). If four tangents lie in one plane and the other three lie in a 

plane with one of these, as in 31, the point is equivalent to 12 actual and 
9 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (4). 

(11). If four tangents lie in one plane, and the other three as in 32, 
the point is equivalent to 12 actual and 9 apparent double points. This 
can be obtained from a IV (5). 
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(12). If the tangents lie by threes in four planes, as in 33, the point 
is equivalent to 12 actual and 9 apparent double points. This can be 

obtained from a IV (5) by adding 7 so as to lie in a plane with 6 and 4; 
thus causing 6 and 4 to meet. 

(13). If four tangents lie in one plane, and two lie in a plane with one 

of these, and the seventh lies in no 
plane with two others, as in 34, the 

point is equivalent to 10 actual and 11 apparent double points. This can 

be obtained from a IV (7). 

(14). If four tangents lie in one plane, and the other three lie in a 

plane not containing 
one of the first four, as in 35, the point is equiva 

lent to 10 actual and 11 apparent double points. This can be obtained 

from a IV (8). 

(15). If the tangents lie as in 36, the point is equivalent to 10 actual 
and 11 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (5). 

(16). If four tangents lie in one plane, and none of the other three lie 

in a 
plane with any two, as in 37, the point is equivalent to 9 actual and 

12 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a IV (9). 

(17). If the tangents lie by threes in three planes, as in 38, the point 
is equivalent to 9 actual and 12 apparent double points. This can be 

obtained from a IV (7). 

(18). If the tangents lie as in 39, the point is equivalent to 8 actual 

and 13 apparent double points. This can also be obtained from a 

IV (7). 

(19). If three tangents lie in one plane, and three in another plane, 

and the seventh in no plane with two others, as in 40, the point is 

equivalent to 8 actual and 13 apparent double points. This can be 

obtained from a IV (8). 

(20). If three tangents lie in one plane, and none of the remaining 

four lie in a plane with any two, as in Figure 41, the point is equivalent 

to 7 actual and 14 apparent double points. This can be obtained from a 

IV (10). 
(21). If no three tangents lie in one plane, as in 42, the point is 

equivalent to 6 actual and 15 apparent double points. This can also be 

obtained from a IV (10). 
VI. Multiple Points in General. 

Considering multiple points in general, it is evident that a k-tuple 

point is equivalent 
to at least k ? 1 actual double points. For, every 

branch of the curve has in the limit at least one actual intersection with the 

totality of k ? 1 other branches. It is also evident that if the tangents 
at the multiple point lie in a number of planes of which no two have a 
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tangent line in common the totality of the branches whose tangents lie in 

one plane must be considered as 
having at least one connection or inter 

section with the totality of branches whose tangents lie in the other 

planes. The whole system of tangent lines or of branches themselves 

may thus in the limit be considered as 
forming 

a connected system. The 

difference between the number of actual double points and- is 

the number of apparent double points contained in the composition of 

the Zc-tuple point. 

A (k + l)-tuple point can be obtained by causing 
a new branch of the 

curve to pass through 
a 

&-tuple point of the curve. If this new branch 

is added in such a way that its tangent lies in a plane with the tangents 

to ? of the branches through the &-tuple point, it must be considered as 

meeting the k branches together A. times at the ft-tuple point ; and we 

have : ? 

Pk+i 
? Pk + A actual d. pts. + (k 

? 
A) apparent d. pts. 

If the new branch is added in such a way that its tangent in the limit 
lies in a 

planes that contain two other tangents to the curve at the k 

tuple point, we must in general add three actual double points to the 

value of the multiple point for each of these o- 
planes, viz. two for the in 

tersection of this new branch with the two whose tangents lie in the 

same plane with its tangent and one for the intersection of these two 

branches. This is shown if we considera V (2) 
as obtained from a IV 

(5). The new branch is added in such a way that its tangent lies in the 
limit in three planes each of which contains two other tangents to the 

curve ; nine actual double points thus being added to the value of a IV 

(5) to obtain the value of a V (2). If, however, in the ft-tuple point y 
connections were necessary involving branches whose tangents lie in 

these o- 
planes, we must add only 3 or ? 

y actual double points. Thus, if 

we consider a V (6) as obtained from a IV (8), we add only eight actual 
double points, for the three branches through the sextuple point whose 

tangents lie in one plane are considered as 
having one connection in the 

limit with the branches whose tangents lie in the other plane. If the 

new branch is added in such a way that its tangent lies in the limit in p 
planes that contain respectively Al5 A2, A3,.Ap other tangent lines, 
where 3 < A?, we must in general add S == Ax + ?2 + A3 +.+ Ap 
actual double points. If, however, in the limit there were a connections 

necessary between these different sets of branches of the ?-tuple point, 
we must add only S ? a actual double points. Thus, if we consider a 
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V (10) as obtained from a IV (8), we add only ?ve actual double points, 
for the branches of the sextuple point whose tangents lie in one plane 
are considered as 

having 
one connection in the limit with the branches 

whose tangents lie in the other plane. 

V. 

Classification of Quintic, Sextic, and Septimic Curves 

that have multiple points. 

A. 

Quintic Curves. 

A quintic curve, according to the enumeration of Salmon,* can have 

a) 2 and 4 t ; a') 1 and 5 ; a") 0 and'6 ; 

b) 1 and 4 ; V) 0 and 5 ; 

c) 0 and 4. 

In addition to these there is the quintic that has a triple point at which 
the tangents do not lie in one plane.t This quintic can have no actual 

double point in addition to the triple point. It can be obtained as the 

partial intersection of the quadric cone ab 
? d2 and the cubic monoid 

a b d + b2 c + (b2 + d2) e that have the point ab d as the common vertex. 
The residual intersection is the line bd. The point abd being 

a quad 

ruple point on the complete intersection and an 
ordinary point on the 

line b d is a triple point 
on the quintic curve. As the tangent lines at 

the triple point are the three lines that in addition to the line b d form 
the complete intersection of the qnadric cones ab ? d2 and b2 + d2, it is 

evident that they do not lie in one 
plane. ? As the quadric cone ab ? d2 

can have no double edge, the quintic curve can have no apparent 

double point when viewed from the triple point. It has, therefore, 

mk ? & (& + 1) EE 5*3 ? 3*4 or 3 apparent double points when viewed 

from an arbitrary point. The triple point on the quintic is equivalent, 
as we have seen, to two actual and one apparent double points. The 

quintic 
can therefore be obtained directly from a) above, as there are 

* Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1892), p. 318. 

t The two numbers in each case correspond to the number of actual double 

points and apparent double points, respectively. 

J Salmon's Geometry of Three Dimensions (1882), p. 320. 

? No two of the three lines can coincide, as the plane through this line and the 

third line would meet the curve in six points. 
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just three apparent double points when two actual and one apparent 

double points 
are taken to form the triple point. The curve can be 

obtained from a') 
or a") only by having 

one or two apparent double 

points change to actual double points in the limit ; this produces no new 

kind of curve. The curve cannot be obtained from b), b!), 
or c) as there 

will not be enough apparent double points remaining. There is thus 

only one species of quintic curve having 
a 

triple point, and it has three 

apparent double points. 

B. 

Sextic Curves. 

A sextic curve, according to the classification of Salmon,* can have 

a) 4, 6 ; a') 3, 7 ; a") 2,8 ; a'") 1, 9 ; arv) 0,10 ; 

b) 3, 6 ; b') 2, 7 ; b") 1, 8 ; b'") 0, 9 ; 

c) 2,6; cO 1,7; c") 0,8; 

d) 1,6; d') 0,7; 

e) 0, 6. 

In addition to these are the sextics that have multiple points. 
1. A sextic curve may have a 

quadruple point. The tangents at this 

point cannot lie in one plane, as this plane would meet the curve in eight 

points. A quadruple point at which three tangents lie in one 
plane is 

equivalent, as we have seen, to four actual and two apparent double 

points. A sextic with such a 
quadruple point thus seems to be derivable 

from a curve of class a) above. The plane of the three tangents would, 

however, meet the curve in seven points, which is not possible in the 

case of a twisted sextic. It is thus evident that 
although 

a curve may 

have actual and apparent double points sufficient to form a certain 

multiple point nevertheless there are cases where the points cannot 

unite to form this multiple point. This is analogous to the case of plane 

curves-t The only quadruple point possible on a sextic curve is one at 

which no three tangents lie in one plane. This curve has been con 

sidered on page 511, as the complete intersection of a quadric cone and a 

cubic monoid. It has four apparent double points. The quadruple point 
on this curve is equivalent to three actual and three apparent double 

points. The curve can thus be obtained directly from a') above. It 

cannot be formed from a) as it cannot have a double point in addition to 

* 
Salmon, Cambridge & Dublin Mathematical Journal, Vol. V. 

t Salmon's Higher Plane Curves (1873), p. 27. 
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the quadruple point. It can be obtained from one of the remaining a)'s 

only by having 
some of the apparent double points change to actual 

double points in the limit. This can give 
no new species of sextic 

curve. It is not possible to obtain the curve from any b), c), d), or 
e), 

as there will not be enough apparent double points remaining. There is 

thus only one 
species of sextic curve with a quadruple point and it has 

four apparent double points. 
2. A sextic curve may have a triple point at which the tangents do 

not lie in one plane. This sextic lies on a cone of order three that has 

the triple point as vertex and the curve as base. This cone can have at 

most one double edge. The curve can therefore? have at most one actual 

double point or one apparent double point when viewed from the triple 

point. As the number of apparent double points of a sextic when viewed 

from an 
arbitrary point in space is six more than when viewed from a 

triple point of the curve it is evident that a sextic having such a triple 

point may have either 0 and 6, 1 and 6, or 0 and 7. These sextics can 

be cut out of the cubic cone by 
a cubic monoid. A cubic monoid is 

determined by fifteen arbitrary points other than the vertex. In order 

to make this monoid contain the curve we must make it contain nineteen 

points of it. As the vertex, however, counts for six points common to 

the curve and the monoid, it is only necessary to make the monoid con 

tain thirteen other points of the curve. There are thus two points left 

at our disposal. The cubic cone meets the inferior cone of the monoid 

in six lines, of which three are the tangent lines to the curve at the 

triple point and three are lines common to the cone and the monoid. 

These three lines and the sextic make up the complete intersection of 

the two cubic surfaces. As the tangent lines at the triple point lie on 

the quadric inferior cone of the monoid they do not lie in one 
plane. 

As there are six lines on the monoid and only three lines common to 

cone and monoid it is evident that it is not necessary for the cone to 

have a double edge due to an apparent double point. If the cone and 

the monoid h?ve three distinct lines in common the curve has no 

apparent double points when viewed from the triple point. It may or 

may not have an actual double point in addition according 
as the cone 

does or does not have a double edge. If the cone and the monoid have 

only two lines in common, the curve must either have an apparent double 

point when viewed from the triple point, or one of the lines common to 

the cone and the monoid must be a line to an actual double point of the 

curve. All three kinds above can therefore be obtained as the partial 

intersection of a cubic cone by a cubic monoid. These three kinds can 
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be obtained directly from br), a'), and a") above. The other cases either 

give 
us these in the limit, or 

give 
a curve with more actual double points 

or fewer apparent double points than the sextic curve can or must have. 

The sextic with a double point in addition to the triple point can be 

obtained as the partial intersection of a quartic cone, having the double 

point as vertex and the curve as base, and a cubic monoid having the 

triple point of the curve as a double point and the line from it to 

the vertex as an 
ordinary line of kind III. The quartic 

cone meets the 

inferior cone of the monoid in eight lines, of which two are tangent lines 

at the double point and six are lines common to cone and monoid. The 

line to the triple point counts as three of the six lines of the monoid. 

The cone need therefore have no double edges, and in fact cannot have, 

as it already has a triple edge. Three lines in addition to the line to the 

triple point must therefore be common to cone and monoid. The three 

branches of the curve at the triple point are cut out of the monoid at the 

double point by the three sheets of the cone that pass through the triple 

line. The tangent lines at the triple point are the three lines in which, 

in addition to the line from the triple point to the vertex three times, the 

tangent planes to the three sheets of the cone intersect the tangent cone 

at the double point of the monoid. As the curve can have no apparent 

double points when viewed from the double point, it has 2 m ? 6 or 6 

apparent double points, when viewed from an arbitrary point in space. 

3. A sextic curve can have, a triple point at which the tangents lie in 

one plane. Such a sextic can be obtained as the intersection of a cubic 

cone and a quadric (monoid) that passes through the vertex of the cone 

but has no line in common with it. The vertex, being 
a triple point on 

the cone and an ordinary point on the monoid, is a triple point on the 

curve. The tangents at this point lie in one plane, for they are the inter 

sections of the cubic cone by the tangent plane to the quadric at this 

point. The cone can have no double edge due to an apparent double 

point of the curve, for this would cause the sextic to break up into a 

quartic curve and the line doubled. It may, however, have a double 

edge due to an actual double point of the curve. The curve, whether it 

has an actual double point or not, has therefore no apparent double 

points when viewed from the triple point. We thus obtain two species 

of sextics with such a triple point, viz., 1) 0 and 6, and 2) 1 and 6. 
A sextic curve with such a triple point can also be obtained as the 

partial intersection of a 
quintic 

cone and a cubic monoid. The quintic 
cone has an ordinary point of the curve as vertex and the line from this 

point to the triple point of the curve as a triple edge. The monoid is 
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determined by 15 points. In order to make it contain the curve we 

must make it contain 19 points of it. As the vertex counts for two of 

these points, it is only necessary to make the monoid contain 17 addi 

tional points of the curve. If we take the triple point of the curve as 

one of the 15 points at our disposal, it is evident that there are just 

enough points to make the monoid contain the curve. The quintic cone 

meets the inferior cone of the monoid in 10 lines, of which one is the 

tangent to the curve at the vertex and the other nine are lines common 

to the two surfaces. As there are only six lines on the monoid, it is 

evident that at least three lines common to cone and monoid are double 

lines on the cone due to apparent double points of the curve. The cone 

can, however, not have more than three double edges in addition to the 

triple edge ; every line of the monoid must therefore lie on the cone. 

This sextic has therefore three apparent double points when viewed 

from an 
ordinary point of the curve, or seven apparent double points 

when viewed from an arbitrary point. 

We can obtain the three species directly from b), a), and a'), respect 

ively. As the triple point is equivalent 
to three actual double points, it 

is evident that no other species 
can be obtained. The sextic that has a 

double point in addition to this triple point can also be obtained as the 

intersection of a 
quartic cone and a cubic monoid that have the double 

point of the curve as their common vertex. 

C. 

Septimic 
Curves. 

A septimic curve, according to Genty,* always has at least 9 apparent 

double points. The possible cases are then : ? 

a) 6,9; a') 5,10; a") 4,11; a'") 3,12; aIV) 2,13; av) 1,14; aVI) 0,15 

b) 5,9; b') 4,10; b") 3,11; b'") 2,12; bIV) 1,13; bv) 0,14 

c) 4,9; c') 3,10; c") 2,11; c'") 1,12; cIV) 0,13; 

d) 3,9; d') 2,10; d") 1,11; d'") 0,12; dIV); 

e) 2,9; e') 1,10; e") 0,11; 

f) 1,9; f) 0,10; 

g)0,9. 

We shall describe in detail the septimic curves that have multiple points. 
1. A septimic curve can have a quintuple point provided 

no three of 

the tangents lie in one plane. Such a quintuple point is equivalent to 

* Bull, de la Soc. Math., t. 9, 10 (1881), p. 153. 
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four actual and six apparent double points. This septimic can be 

obtained as the partial intersection of a 
quadric cone and a quartic 

monoid, the residual intersection being 
a 

straight line. This curve has, 
as we have seen, ?ve apparent double points. It is thus obtainable 

from a") above and is the only species of twisted septimic with a quin 

tuple point. 

2. A septimic curve can have a 
quadruple point at which three of the 

tangents lie in one plane. Such a quadruple point is equivalent to four 

actual and two apparent double points. This curve will lie on a cubic 

cone that has the quadruple point of the curve as vertex and the curve 

as base. If we wish to cut this curve out of the cubic cone by means of 

a monoid, we must take a monoid that has the multiple point of the 

curve as a point of multiplicity not less than three ; otherwise the three 

tangents cannot lie in one plane. The monoid must therefore be of an 

order as great as four. A quartic monoid is determined by 24 points. 
Four of these points must be taken off the cubic cone to insure the 

monoid not breaking up into this cone and a 
plane. In order to make 

this quartic monoid contain the septimic curve that has the vertex of the 

monoid as a quadruple point, we must make it contain 4 7 ? 3 
' 

4 ? 1 

additional points of the curve. There are thus still three points left at 

our 
disposal. The cubic cone meets the inferior cone of the monoid in 

nine lines, of which four are tangent lines to the curve at the quadruple 

point and five are lines common to the two surfaces. It is evident, as in 

previous cases, that either four or five of the lines of the monoid are 

edges of the cubic cone, this cone 
having at most one double edge. 

Septimic curves with quadruple points of the above kind are thus of 

three kinds, viz., 1) 0,8 ; 2) 1,8; and 3) 0,9. These can be obtained 

directly from b'), a'), and 
a") above ; there are no other possible cases. 

3. A septimic curve with a 
quadruple point at which no three tangents 

lie in one plane can be obtained as the partial intersection of a cubic cone 

and a cubic monoid. The cubic cone has the quadruple point of the 

curve as vertex and the curve as base. The cubic monoid is determined 

by 15 arbitrary points. In order to make it contain a septimic curve 

that has the vertex of the monoid as a 
quadruple point, we must make it 

contain 3*7 ? 
2*4+1 or 14 additional points of the curve. There is 

thus one point left at our disposal. The cubic cone meets the inferior 

cone of the monoid in six lines, of which four are tangents to the curve 

at the quadruple point and two are lines common to the cone and the 

monoid. These two lines and the septimic make up the complete inter 

section of the two surfaces. As in the previous case, it is evident that 
vol. xxxviii. ? 34 
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this septimic can have : 1) 0, 8 ; 2) 1, 9 ; and 3) 0, 9. The quadruple 
point in this case is equivalent to three actual and three apparent double 

points. The above three species can thus be obtained directly from 

curves of kinds bn), a"), and a/;/), respectively ; no other species are 

possible. 

4. A septimic 
curve with two triple points, the tangents at each of 

which lie in one plane, can be obtained as the partial intersection of a 

quartic 
cone 

having 
a triple edge and a quadric (monoid) that has a line 

in common with the cone. The vertex is a point of multiplicity four on 

the complete intersection and therefore, since the line passes through the 

point, a point of multiplicity three on the septimic 
curve. As the point 

is an 
ordinary point 

on the quadric, the three tangents to the curve at 

the triple point lie in one plane. The other triple point is the point 
distinct from the vertex where the sheet of the quadric 

crosses the triple 

line. The quartic 
cone 

having 
a triple edge 

can have no double edge in 

addition, due either to an actual or an apparent double point. The curve 

has therefore just 7 3 ? 3 4 or 9 apparent double points. This species 

can be obtained directly from a) ; it is the only possible species. 
5. A septimic 

curve with two triple points, one of each kind, can be 

obtained as the partial intersection of a sextic cone and a quartic monoid. 

The sextic cone has an 
ordinary point of the curve as vertex and the 

curve as base ; and the quartic monoid has the triple point at which the 

tangents do not lie in one plane 
as a double point, and the line from it 

to the vertex as an ordinary line of kind III. This quartic monoid is 

determined by twenty arbitrary points in addition to its vertex and the 

double point. In order to make this monoid contain the septimic that 

has the vertex as an ordinary point and the double point as a 
triple 

point, we must make it contain 4*7 ? 3 ? 
2*3+ 1, or 20 additional 

points on the curve. This is just the number at our disposal. The sex 

tic cone meets the inferior cone of the monoid in 18 lines, of which one 

is the tangent line to the curve and 17 are lines common to the cone and 

the monoid. The monoid has 12 lines on it. The line of kind III counts 

as two lines of the monoid and as three lines common to cone and monoid. 

There are thus 10 other lines on the monoid that must be made to count 

for 14 lines common to cone and monoid. The sextic cone therefore has 

4 double edges ; these are due to apparent double points, as the curve 

can have no actual double points in addition to the two triple points. As 

the quartic 
cone cannot have more than 4 double edges in addition to 

the 2 triple edges, it is evident that all lines of the monoid must lie 

on the cone. The three branches of the curve at one triple point are cut 
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out of the monoid at the double point by the three sheets of the cone, 
and thus do not have their tangents lying in one plane. The three 

branches of the curve at the other triple point are cut out of the cone by 
an 

ordinary sheet of the monoid at the point where the sheet crosses the 

second triple line ; the tangents at this point thus lie in one plane. This 

curve has 4 apparent double points when viewed from an ordinary point 
of the curve, or 9 apparent double points when viewed from an arbitrary 

point. It can be obtained directly from a;) above. 

6. A septimic curve that has two triple points of the second kind can 

be obtained as the partial intersection of a quartic cone and a cubic 

monoid. The quartic cone must have one of the triple points as vertex 

and the curve as base. The cubic monoid must have the second triple 

point as a double point and the line from it to the vertex as an 
ordinary 

line of kind III. This monoid is determined by 11 points in addition to 

the vertex and the other double point. In order to make this monoid 

contain a 
septimic curve that has each of the double points of the monoid 

as a 
triple point, we must make it contain 3*7 ? 2*3 ? 2*3 + 1 or 10 

additional points of the curve. There is thus one point left at our dis 

posal. The quartic cone meets the inferior cone of the monoid in 8 

lines, of which 3 are tangent lines to the curve at the triple point at the 

vertex and 5 are lines common to the cone and the monoid. The quartic 
cone can have no double edge in addition to the triple edge to the second 

triple point. The curve has therefore no apparent double points when 

viewed from one of the triple points ; it therefore has just 9 when 
viewed from an 

arbitrary point in space. This curve can be obtained 

from a septimic of kind a"), the two triple points counting 
as 4 actual and 

2 apparent double points. It is to be noticed that when we wish to ob 

tain a curve 
having 

a 
multiple point from a curve that has only double 

points, we cannot always use the curve that has the minimum number of 

apparent double points. 
7. A quartic cone and a quadric (monoid) that have a line in common 

intersect in addition in a septimic curve that has a triple point at the 

vertex of the quartic cone. The tangents to the curve at the triple point 
lie in the tangent plane to the quadric at this point. The quartic cone 

may have three double edges, but none due to an apparent double point, 
for such an 

edge would count twice a*s a line common to cone and monoid. 

The curve therefore has 7 3 ? 3 4 or 9 apparent double points. This 
is also evident from our formula : ? 

n + n + u - --. 
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Here p, 
= 

4, v = 2, k = 
4, kr = 

1, A' = 
0, H" = 3 ; therefore A = 9. 

This septimic may have as many as three actual double points in addition 

to the triple point. 

A septimic curve with a triple point at which the tangents lie in one 

plane can be obtained also as the partial intersection of a quartic cone 

and a quartic monoid. We can then obtain the following species 
: ? 

(1). Those having 9 apparent double points ; these may have as many 

as three actual double points in addition. 

(2). Those having 10 apparent double points; these may have as 

many as two actual double points in addition. 

(3). Those having 11 apparent double points; these may have one 

actual double point in addition. 

(J?). Those having 12 apparent double points. 
These cases can be obtained directly from d), c), b), a), c'), bf), a'), 

bn), a"), SLnf), respectively. 
8. A septimic curve 

having 
a triple point at which the tangents do not 

lie in one plane can be obtained as the partial intersection of a 
quartic 

cone and a 
quartic monoid. We shall then obtain species similar to the 

four above. These different septimics can be derived directly from 

<*')> c')> b0- a')> c")> b")> a")> b'")- a'")- alv)> respectively. 
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